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ERRATA

Page 3, Line 1 should read: "Acute tonsillitis, sinusitis and otitis
media, which have different aetiologies but can accompany or follow
colds, aÍe also usually included in any consideration of upper
respiratory fiact infection."

Page 11, Line 8: Delete "but".

Page 11, last Sentence should read: "Thete was no relationship to a

gtoUat life events scote, but events associated with major changes in
life situation were related to cold severity.

Page 50, Line 5: Change "was" to "were".

Page 64, second last line: Change "inconcievable" to "inconceivable"
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ITIESIS SYNOPSIS

There is some evidence that psychosocial stress is related to

susceptibility to acute respiratory infection. This thesis, irr a

series of four studies, attempts to determine the existence, nature and

biological plausibility of this relationship. Three issues are

investigat ed :

(1) the reJ-ationslrip of psychosocial stress to acute respiratory

infection i¡r adults,

the relationship of parental and family stress to acute

respiratory infection i¡r childhood, and

the relationslrip of stress and emotional factors to Iocal

immtnity i¡r the upper respiratory tract.

(2)

(3)

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. The first reviews the

epiderniology of acute respiratory infection il adults and ch-il-dren. It

also contains a review of the fiterature detailing the relationship

betrveen stress and il-lness and in pa.rticular exa¡nines prior evidence of

the relationstr-ip between stress and respiratory illness in adults and

chil-dren. Chapter 2 e4pJ,ores the available evidence that psychosocial

stress can influence the neuroendocrine and immune systems. Animal

and human studies are reviewed. Studies suggesting that stress might

suppress the concentration and secretion rate of secretory IgA in

sa.liva are outlined. These data lend a biological plausibility to the

hypothesis that stress is causa^Lly related to respiratory illness.
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The third chapter is a report of a community based six month

prospective study of stress and upper respiratory ilJ-ness in adults.

Usilg multivariate techniques, stre ss r,\¡as observed to be associated

with susceptibility to re spiratory illness even when it clearly

preceded iLlne ss ons et and r.iren controlli¡rg f or a r¿rnge of known

respiratory illness risk factors.

Chapter { is a report of study of maternal stress, social support and

family functioning il rel-ation to susceptibility of children to acute

respiratory infection. A case-control design was employed. The sampÌe

was drawn from the f983 birth register for metropolitan Adelaide and a

score representing their previous 12 month experience of respiratory

illness r,ì¡as ca-lculated f or each child. Cases represented children who

had been particularly prone to upper and l-ower respiratory illness in

the previous 12 nnnths (upper quintile of respiratory scores) while

controls h¡ere non-prone children (bottom quintile). I'faternal- stress,

but not nnternal social support or fanily function, h¡as significantly

as sociat ed with a.n increased risk of having a prone chil-d. This

increased risk persisted nhen other risk factors were simultaneously

examined in stepwise logistic regression analyses. Given the study

design, however, it was not possible to deternine the direction of

causality in this relationstr-ip. So the same issues \4rere also examined
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using prospectively collected data drawn from the study described in

Ckrapter 3. lhese data are ùiscussed in Chapter 5. Stress data from

both parents, collected before and during the six-months of respiratory

norbidity data collection (via respiratory diaries) were compa.red with

morbidity in their children. Once again pa.rental stress was

significantly associ¿ted r{ith childhood respiratory morbidity even

when:

(1)

(2)

stress preceded il-Iness onset,

other risk factors r{ere simultaneously exanined in multivariate

analyse s,

only clinically definite respiratory episodes were used as an

outcome measure.

(3)

hlith three epiderniological studies showilg a clear relationship between

stress and respiratory illness, a study of the immune response to

stress and emotion was undertaken. This is reported in Chapter Ó. A

cross sectional study of 114 registered nurses revealed that frequently

anxious nurses had significantly lower secretion rates of salivary

secretory IgA than occasionally anxious nurses. There was also

margina^[ evidence that IgA concentration i:r saliva might a.lso be

influenced by anxiety.

A summary of the thesis and a precis of the concLusions that can be

drawn from this work are presented in Chapter /.
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SUHüART

Susceptibility to acute respiratory infection varies from i¡dividual to

individual and with tine. þiderniological studies have identified a

nu¡nber of external factors which appear to alter susceptibility to

respiratory illness. In this chapter the epideuriolog¡r of acute

respiratory illness in both adults and children is reviewed and the

concept of psychosocial stress as a risk factor for respiratory illness

is i¡troduced. AIso reviewed is the evidence pertaining to stress as a

predisposing factor to illness in general. and respiratory infection i¡

particular. the important methodological issues that have arisen in

stress research, particularly that of stress measurement, are

di scuss ed .
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I rT{TROIXNTTOil

The idea of a single biological agent as a sufficient explanation for
disease causation is rapidly becoming outmoded. This is particularly

true with respect to acute respiratory infection. E:rposure to a

biorogical agent does not necessarily read to disease. For exampre, it
has been shown that up to 29% of well children carry potentially

pathogenic strains of pneurþcoccus i¡ their nasopharynges at :rny one

time, and over six months up to ó0f of well children will carry the

bacteria (1). 'T?rerefore there must be other necessary antecedents gr

risk factors present that increase the susceptibility of the individual

to disease. þiderniological studies have identified a nunber of

extennal risk factors for acute respiratory infection. This thesis

exanines the role of psychoJ-ogical stress as a possible predisposing

factor to the acquisition of acute respiratory infection.

1.1. IIEETT{TÎTOil OF ACUTE RESPIR.IMRI INMÎION

Acute Respiratory fnfection (lRt) can be divided in to upper and lower

respiratory tract iIlness. upper respiratory tract infections (ilthe

cornmon coldrt) are caused by a wide variety of viruses, including

rhinovirus (about 5o%), coronavirus (tS-zo%), infruenza, ¡nrainfluenza,

respiratory syncytial- virus, and adenovirus (together l5-2ß%),

enteroviruses, and other known and perhaps unknown viruses (together

ls-zoit) (2). The cold syndrome in rþst cases is characterised by

rhinitis with prominent nasal congestion and rhinorrhea. Pharyngitis,

cough, Iow grade fever, malaise and headache are also usual features.

The acute symptoms usualry last l-J days, generarry clearing in 5-10
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days (2). Acute tonsillitis, sinusitis and otitis media, which can

accompanJr or follow colds, are also usually i¡cluded ix any

consideration of upper respiratory tract infections.

Iower respiratory tract infections are characterised by a number of

discreet disease entities. These include the predominantly childhood

illnesses of acute Iaryngotracheobronchitis (croup) a¡rd acute

bronchiolitis, as weIL as pneunþnia (bacterial, viral and atypical) and

acute bronchitis. Although not infective, asthma is also often

categorised withi¡ this group of acute lower respiratory illnesses.

In this thesis upper and lower respiratory illness outcomes are further

defined in each study to avoid confusion.

I.2 EPIIIEHIOU)GI OF ACTNE NESPIRAIÍX,I TNFæTIOil

l¡wer respiratory tract infections, particularly pneumonia, rank with

malnutrition and diarrhoeal diseases as the major causes of rnortality

in developing countries (3). Upper respiratory infections, aJ-though

Iess severe, are nonetheless a Ìeading cause of morbidity irr virtually

every country in the world (3-ó). Despite this, the determinants of

acute respiratory infections remai¡ to be completely described.

The role of air temperature and climate in predisposing to ARI has been

widely accepted in folklore but epidemiological evidence is difficult

to interpret. Certainly in both developed and deveÌoping countries

respiratory illness is more common i-n winter months than in summer

0-9). In L924, Young (10) showed a correlation between bronchitis and
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pneumoniå nortality in children and mean monthJ-y temperature in l¡ndon

and four other British towns. However whether these relationships are

causal has not been established.

Qvercrowding seems to be an important risk factor. A number of studies

have shown that numbers of siblings, density of room occupancy (9-tf¡,

a¡rd attendance at day care centres (l2r13) are correlated with

increased risk of ARI in childhood. Potential mechanisms inclrde

increased chance of transmission with crowding and possibly even an

increased trdoseil of virus rùten transmitted. Interestingly, i¡ animal

studies where overcrowding is used as a source of stress, a

relationship has been demonstrated between cage crowding and illness

severity and mortality, even when an illness not transmissible by close

contact was introduced (eg Malaria) (14).

Air pollution seems to be an important risk factor for lower

respiratory disease and also appears to influence upper respiratory

infection (1 1, f5r 1Ó). l¡wer social class (usually defined from

occupational status) has been convincingly linked to chronic

respiratory norbidity and lower respiratory disease (17-19) but less

certainly with upper respiratory iLlness.

In children under the age of J years, males appear to be more

susceptible to acute respiratory iJ-Iness than females but the reverse

appears to be true above this age in children and adults (7r2O-23). ft

is probable that i¡ adults this may be related to e:çosure rather than

biological predisposition because the females in the studies cited

tended to be predominantly nnthers of young children. Thus one might

expect them to be exposeil to their childrenrs respiratory infecti-ons
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in excess of their husbands. Age has an inverse relationship with

susceptibility to ARI with the naximum ilcidence of respiratory

infections being ix the fi¡st years of rife (7rll), especially thè

first year of life (tZ).

Nutrition nay be an important factor i¡ lower respiratory disease

aetiolog¡r, especially chronic or severe undernutrition (7 r24). However

the link renains sonewhat ill-defined because in areas where

undernutrition is a major problem, poor sanitation, overcrowding and

inadequate nedical services invariably compJ-icate the picture. Vitamin

C has been advocated as beilg protective against upper respiratory

illness, but the evidence is, at best, nrarginal (25). Recently, other

interest has focussed on Vitami¡ A status in respiratory prone

children. Children who are prone to acute respiratory infection are

more likely to have signs of mild Vitamin A deficiency than non-prone

children (26). In addition, it appears that these children nay suffer

Iess respiratory infections when given Vitamin .{ suppl-ements (27r28).

Considerable attention has been focussed on the effects of tobacco

smoke. Direct smoking is well accepted as a risk factor for acute

respiratory infection (t8, t9r 29,30). there is also now mounting

evidence that passive inhalation of naternal tobacco smoke by children

in the first year of life is an important factor in susceptibility to

ARI (31-33). Interestingly Èlelia et al, in 1977, reported an

association between exposure to gas cookers in households and

respiratory morbidity i¡ children (34). However it is likety that any

effect, if present, is small and difficult to detect.
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Breast-feeding has been advocated as being protective against ARI in

infants. There is evidence both for (3513ó) and against (37) this, so

the definitive answer is not yet at hand. However, irr developed

countries at least, the protective affect of breast feeding is likely

to be ninimal.

I¡wer respiratory tract infection in the first two years of life is

associated with subsequent proneness to acute respiratory infection

(38-40). The question that still needs to be answered is whether this

represents a constitutional- predisposition to ARI or whether the chest

illness early in life influences the childts subsequent ability to ward

off acute infection.

Despite this list of risk factors a large, proportion of the variance in

susceptibility to ARf remains une:çlained. This thesis focusses on

stress, which althougþ linked to respiratory illness in previous work,

is still not widely accepted by epiderniologists as a risk factor. ft

is noteworthy that discussion of stress in this context is absent from

reviews of the epidemiology of ARf (2,7,11,24). This rnay be due, at

Ieast in part, to the methodological shortcomings of research in this

area, and (until recently) lack of plausible biological nechanisms.

r.3 TN OYERYIET OF SNESS ANI' IITNESS

the relationstrip between stress and illness has been recognised and

studied with some vigour in the last three decades. Stress has been

found to be associated with both somatic disease (41-50) a¡rd

psychological illness or impairment (51-54). Nevertheless, these

findings renain controversial prirnarily because research i¡ this area
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is fraugþt with methodological difficulties. These include imprecise

or varying definitions of stress, difficulty in measuring stress in a

meaningful way, problems quantifying individual differences in ability

to cope with stress and the relative paucity of prospective studies to

determine r*hether stress antedates illness onset. However, some

advances have been nade i¡ conceptualising the stress-i-Llness

relationship. It is useful to define stress as rraIL sociological,

psychological and physiological problems with which an individual- has

been burdened, with demands exceeding his potential ability for

adaptionrr (4ó). This definition highlights two important facets of

stress theory. These are that the stress-illness relationship is

¡rediated not only by the presence and intensity of environmental

stressors but also by the inùividual's ability to cope with those

stressors. Ttre ability to cope can U¡ determined by a number of

factors includilg personality, sociaL support, constitutional- factors,

health practices, Iifestyle and utilisation of coping techniques.

I?re se factors irr turn rnay be inf luenced by other variables such as

education or i¡come. For a given level of environmental stresst

therefore, it is h¡lpothesised that adequacy of rrcopingl wiII be the

rate }imiting factor in determining whether an individual wiJ-I proceed

to develop an illness. This model is used to explain the observed

individual differences in response to a given stressor. Apart from its

obvious face validity there is growing empirical support for such a

model. Friedmanrs work relating type A personality (r'self-induced

stressr) and cardiovascular disease (42,43) higþlights the possible

role of personality related behaviour as a direct aetiological factor

i¡ illness onset. Kobasa (55r5Ó) and Garrity (4{) have examined how

personality may act as a buffer mediating the relationship between

stress and illness. Exercise (5Ó), sociaL group (4ó) and occupation
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(57) may also play a role as mediating variables. Both social networks

(58-ó1) a¡rd social supports (J2r 62-6) also appear to be important in

relation to illness and health but there is debate over whether social

supports have a direct influence on health or act only as buffers

between stress and illness (52róó-68). It seems likel-y that these two

theoretical- frameworks are not mutually exclusive.

1.1 AIIYA"I{CBS AIID HE!üODOIæICAL TS$'ES TN SÎRESS RßSEARCH

tlans Selye was the first to str¡dy (i¡ aninal models) the physiological

manifestations of the consequences of environmental and psychosocial

stress. In a series of experiments culninating irr 194ó he found that

the body reacted with a characteristic syndrome to a range of

experimental stressors (ó9). The. syndrome inclrded adrenal

enlargenent, gastro-intestinal tract ulcers, and involution of thymus

and lynphoid tissues. He named this the rrGeneral Adaption $rndromerl

which he considered to embody three distinct stages: (1) al-arm; (2)

resistance; and (3) exhaustion in response to a stressor. The centre

of this s¡mdrome was assumed to be the adrenal response to stress, but

it is nord clear that this is only part of a far more complicated

neuroendocrine re sponse.

Fried¡nan and Rosenmanrs research on ty-pe A behaviour has already been

al-It¡ded to and remains an early landmark in post-t{ar stress research.

In l9ô2, Meyer and Haggerty (70) reported a relationship between life

event stress and streptococcus acquisition, pharyngitis and rise ùt

anti-streptotysin time. Not only were they able to relate stress to
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objective outcùre measures of respiratory illness, but they were also

able to show that stress nas four tin¡es nore likely to precede an

illness than to follow it.

Methodologically, stress research entered the trl-ife eventsrr paradigm

after the work of Holmes and Rahe (7L). They constructed the ttschedule

of Recent Experiencerr, an ilventory containing 43 life events (eg

divorce, narriage, parenthood) to which are assigned weigþted scores

derived fron a nornative population. The scores are said to represent

the amount of readjust¡nent necessary for an individual to cope with Êhe

stated change to lifestyle. Stress is measured by adding the weighted

scores of those events occurring ix a recent period (usually the

previous 3-24 months). Conceptually this was a very useful ilstrument,

but althougþ it is still widely used, this approach has been criticised

on a number of grounds (68172173). A major issue regarded the relative

importance of the degree of life change necessitated by a ljfe event

against the amount of distress caused by an event, i¡ relation to

illness. Hol-mes and Rahe have supported the view that degree of life

change is more im¡rortant but the weight of evidence (74-76) would now

appear to favour the view that distress is a better predictor of

illness. Other issues raised include the lack of representativeness of

the sampled events across different ethnic and social groupings and,

most importantly, the inability of this approach to take i¡to account

individual susceptibility to (or ability to cope with) stress.

Attempts have been nnde to deal with some of these issues, but

generally speaking they have not been rewarded with najor improvements

in predicting ilLness (76-78).
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Thus, Íþre so$risticated approaches are required to define stress in

clinical-Iy meaningful ways. The large volume of research dealing with

social supports, coping and personality has been mentioned. Ánother

approach akin to this is to measure an individuals subjective internal

response to stress. that is, one can measure psychological symptoms

that nray follow stressful events. In such a model those individuals

dealing successfully with stressors would be expected to exhibit few

or no psychologicaì- symptoms (Iow strain) while the converse would be

true for those coping poorly with a stressor load (tr;-Etr strain). In

this hypothesis, it follows that the high strain individuals would be

expected to be more susceptible to somatic illness (for example, acute

respiratory infection) than the low strain individuals. Thus, in this

model, there is no attempt to measure how or why coping is taking

place, but rather, there is an attempt to quantify the success (the

psychologicaf consequences) of that coping (or lack of copi¡g). This

approach has not been widely used but there have been some encouraging

results 179r80). A modification of this construct is used in this

thesis to measure stress and coping. A more detailed discussion of

rationale and the psychological parameters measured can be found irr

Chapter 3.

A recent methodological advance in stress research has been the attempt

to mea sure minor stre ssf uL even tS or rrhas SIes rr. The I'DaiIy HaS sles

Scale" (44172) was designed in an attempt to measure minor, day-to-day

stresses that contribute to an individualrs stress load. It is argued

(45) that daily events are more significant to an individual than

nujor l-ife events because they are proximal stressors irt a temporal and

situational sense whereas najor events are more distal. Thus, it is

argued, one might expect day-to-day stress to have a greater impact on
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ongoing health. In the few studies reported thus far (53r54r81r82)

hassles appear to be more strongly related to self reports of

psychological and general health status than rnajor life events, but

there is no data available using nore objective i¡dices of health or

illness. In addition, there has been some debate about wtrether this

instrument measures stressor-load itself or the i¡dividuals i¡ternal

response to a stress load (83r4¿). thus, although the ultimate place

of this concept renains urclear, but it still- holds significant

pronise as a useful research tool.

r.5. slnEss A¡ül AcurE RESPTRAIORI rrmlroil

There have been a number of studies examining stress and ARI in anirnal

nodels suggesting a causal Iink. However il hurnans, despite research

spanning three decades the relationship between stress and respiratory

disease renains to be defined. The work of Meyer and Haggerty has been

discussed a¡rd remains perhaps the most noteworthy in this area.

Unfortunately much of the subsequently published research il this area

has not been able to add substantially to the evidence for a causal

relationship between stress and ARf, althougþ a number are certainly

consistent with this hypothesis (85-88 ).

fn the Common CoId Unit in Salisbury, United Kingdom, Totman and others

(89190) experimentally induced rhinovirus colds in a smalL number of

volunteers. They were able to relate severity of cold (via virus

shedding) to decision nraking stress and some personality traits. There

was no relationship to a global Iife events score. These are
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interesting results despite the very smal-l numbers, but it is d.ifficult

to know how these resurts reflect experience of upper respiratory

infections i¡ a non<xperinental- setti¡g in the conmunity.

Boyce a¡rd others (91) measured strength of family routines over 12

nþnths on a study of 58 children. Also, at the end of the study,

fanil-ies retrospectively recorded life events that occurred during the

study period. Even rriren controJ-ling for age, sex, race, income and

family size, life events were significantÌy associated with upper

respiratory infection duration whilst a combination of life

events/farnily routine scores was related to severity of illness. Ttris

represents the only nultivariate study ix this area of which r am

awa.re. The retrospective nature of the stress data collection limits

interpretation of the temporal nature of the stress-ARI relationship i-n

this multivariate model, thus rendering it impossible to be certain

about causality. In 1979, l,bson and others (92) measured urinary

corticosteroids a¡rd catechol-amines in army recruits undergoing

stressful basic training. They demonstrated a trend towards peaking of

steroids and catecholamines three days before ARr onset. Although

their h¡lpothesis was that this ¡*renomenon represented a physiological

mediator of the stress-ARf relationship, it remains unclear nhether it

represented a response to the ARr prodrome or to stress. Most

recently, MacClelland and others (93r94) were able to correlate power

related stress i¡ college strdents and male prisoners with urinary

epinephrine excretion, salivary IgA concentration and retrospectively

reported upper respiratory illness. This research leads to the

generation of hypotheses relating to neuroendocrine and immune

mediators of the proposed stress-respiratory infection relationship.

Ttús is discussed further in Chapter 2.
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There is a clear need for further welL-designed research to determine

if there is i¡deed a significant causal relationship between

psychosocial stress and acute respiratory infection. These studies

should be prospective in order to deternine if stress antedates illness

onset. Furthernore a number of other ARI risk factors should also be

measured in order to adjust for ¿ìny confounding that these factors

night introduce. Finally, objective measures of respiratory illness

also necessary in this type of research. Since stressed individuals

are more likely to over-report symptoms than non-stressed individuals,

the study design must ircorporate methodologies designed to overcome

this problem.

In the research reported in this thesis an attempt was nade to address

each of these nethodol-ogrcal issues. Chapter J reports a prospective,

mul-tivariate study of stress and.ARI in adults. the study reported in

Chapter 4, incorporates a case<onrol design and was principally

designed to deternine the nature and magnitude of the relationship

between a number of family psychosocial factors and ARI in childhood.

Chapter J reports a more focussed prospective study of parental stress

levels in relation to episodes of respiratory infection in their

children.
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SUHHÀRI

There is considerable evidence in ani¡ral models that experirnental

stress c¿rn infh¡ence humoral and cellular inmr.urity. llore recently

there have been reports in the literature suggesting this might also be

true irr hu¡nans. This has led to the labelling of a new discipline,

that of rrpsychoimmunologyrr. The research findings in psychoimmunoJ-ogy

Iend biological plausibility to the hypothesis that psychosocial stress

can increase susceptibiJ-ity to respiratory infection. In this Chapter

evidence relating to the neuroendocrine response to stress, and il turn

the neuroendocrine systemrs ability to influence immune competence are

reviewed.

Qther evidence relating immune system responsivity directly to stress

i¡r human and animal models is also reviewed. The response of secretory

IgA in the nasopharynx to stress is of particular interest, given its

role in the local immune response to infection by respiratory viruses.
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2 INTROIX'CTTOTI

ft is known that a variety of factors can infl-uence irmune competence

(95). Trauna, nalnutrition, infection, neoplasia, irradiation,

imnuno-suppressant drugs and ageing are examples of inmune system

depressants. the expandilg interest il psychoimnr.urolog¡r is based on

the premise that behavioural factors (including stress and depression)

can also inffu¡ence imnune competence. There is evidence, mainly irt

a¡ri¡al models, that stress nay influence inununity via both ildirect

(hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis) and direct (central nervous

system effects on lymphoid tissues) means. It is clear that these

potential mediating mechanisms are very complex and the clinical

consequences of stress related changes in immunity are yet to be

determined.

The evidence related to the link between stress, the neuroendocrine

system and imnunity faJ-ls into three mai¡ areas. These represent the

necessary pathway steps that would need to be identified before one

could consider attributi¡g causality to stress associated changes in

inmune function. TheY are:

l. the neuroendocrine response to stress;

2. neuroendocrine control of inmunity; and

3. stress and the immune response.
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The following sections review the available evidence that stress can

infh¡ence the neuroendocrine response and inmune conpetence; and also

the evidence that the neuroendocrine systen, acting as a mediator, can

infLr¡ence inmunity.

2.I TITE NXT'NOENDOCRINE NESFOIISE 10 SÎnESS

The response of cortisol and ACTH to stress is weII known. Both have

been noted to rise in humans anticipating surgery (9ó), parachute

jumping (97), military conbat (98) ana exami¡ations (99). Similarly,

there is considerable evidence regarding the catecholamine response to

stress wùich dates from Cannonrs work in 1929 (100) which delineated

the response of adrenalin and nor-adre4aÌil to a range of emotional-

states. Catechol4mines are known to rise in response to a variety of

stressors (97rLOlrlÙ2). Growth hornnne also appears to be stress

responsive (103) and prolactin has been shown to rise j¡r humans after

gastroscopy, proctoscopy, pelvic exa¡nination (104) and motion siclaness

(105). ft appears that testosterone (10ó) and thyroid stimulating

hornrone (107), on the other hand, decrease during periods of stress.

Other peptides such as beta-Iipoprotein and beta-endorphin are also

under central nervous system/hypothalamic control but their roles are

not well defined as yet.
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2.2 NH'ROEflINCRTNE COXTROL OF rUHUÌIIÎT

hrhilst there is unequivocd- evidence that stress can produce a

neuroendocrine response, the question of neuroendocrine control over

immunity remains sonewhat controversial-. There is, however, evidence

in animal- models that both the h¡lpothalamus and the autonomic nervous

system play a role in nodulating the immr¡ns system.

Central nervous system ablation strrdies in lower manmals have shown

that h¡pothaì-amic lesions can inhibit the humoral imnune response

(108r109) white electrical stinulation of the hypothalamus has the

opposite effect on humoral- inununity (t to). similar effects for

hypothal-amic ablation ( t tf) and stimulation ( 110) have been

demonstrated for cellular immunity, including suppression of lymphocyte

reactivity to nitogen stinul-ation by anterior hyaothal-amic lesions

(ll2). It seems like1y that hypothalamic modulation of inmunity is

nediated by the pituitary. Hlaophysectomy in rats can depress both

antibody production a¡rd delayed cutaneous hypersensitivity (113).

Pituitary hornrone administration in animals can influence the inmune

response. In general, glucocorticoids and the sex hormones suppress

irmune reactivity in vivo while growth hormone and thyroxine have the

converse affect (95). Furthermore receptors for corticosteroids (114),

beta-adrenergic agents (tt5¡, acetylcholine (11ó), grnwth hormone

(tt7¡r €stradior (ttg) and testosterone (119) have been found in

lymphoid cells and accessory cells.
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The autonomic nervous system al-so appears to play a rol-e in immune

regulation. There is evidence that beta-adrenergic stimufation

suppresses the immune response (tz}'121) whereas beta-blockade enhances

it (122). The response of the autonomic nervous system to stress is

welf known (123).

2.3 SÎRESS AND THE I}IHUNE RESPONSE

Orce agairt, the relationship between stress and inun¡nity has been

widely studied in animal-s but data is far less complete i¡ humans' In

animals experimental stressors have been shown to increase

susceptibitity to i¡rfection (12Ð produce adrenal hypertrophy, and

splenic and thymic atrophy (125), be associated with transient

leukopenia (126) and after l-ymphocyte response to mitogen stimufation

(I27). The humora-I immune system i]l animals afso appears to be

susceptible to stress, but the response varies with the nature and

intensity of the experimental stressor. l"lore acute stressors

transiently suppress antibody responses (l28rtzg) but with repeated

exposure to a stressor the humoral immune response appears to adapt or

even be enhanced (1301131).

0f considerable interest has been the research recently reported by

Shavit et aI (132). Usi¡g a foot-shock stress pa'radigm in a series of

ex¡reriments in rats they found that stress suppressed Natural-Killer

T-ceIL activj-ty and decreased resistance to tumour growth. In addition

to this they also found that these effects appeared to be mediated by

opioid peptides released by stress, and could be mimicked by doses of

morphine given either intravenously or via the cerebral ventricles'

This work is important because it lilks the neuroendocrine response to
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stress, neuroendocrine influences on immunity, as welf as examining

immune competence in response to StreSS in a coherent series of

experiments. This has not yet been achieved in human models.

Nevertheles s, there

immune ftnctioning

immunity.

evidence that stress can i¡rfluence

well, particuJ-arly ceII-mediated

is growing

i¡t humans as

In !977 Bartrop et al (133) reported depressed lymphocyte

transformation rates ix a group of recently bereaved spouses wtren

compared to a non-bereaved control group. In 1984, Kiecolt-Gl-aser et

al (134) reported similar findings in a group of stressed medical-

students, using within subject controls. In the last few years a

number of papers have been published. reportilg that, ix humans,

T-Iymphocyte and Natural--Ki1ler cell function are suppressed by stress

and other psychosocial factors (135-140). Natural-Killer cells are

thougþt to play a role in the immune defenses against neoplasia and

infection (141). It is yet to be deterrnined wtrether these stress

associated fluctuations in cell-mediated immunity have any clinical

relevance.

2.4 STRESS AI{D SECRETORT IGA

In comparison to cellular immunity, Iess attention has been paid to the

response of the humora-1 immune system to psychosocial factors.

Nonetheless, of particufar relevance to this thesis has been the few

published papers relating to the influence of stress on salivary

secretory fgA. Secretory IgA in the nasal and ora.l- cavities plays an

important role i¡ the mucosal immune defense against infection by

respirarory viruses (L42-146). I'lcClelland et a1 (147 ,148) have
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reported that stress appears to decrease the concentration of secretory

IgA i¡ saliva. In 1983 Jemnrott et aI (149) reported that the secretion

rate of salivary IgA in ó4 dental- students was significantly depressed

during an examination-period compared to pre-exåm levefs. For the

rnajority of the students, levels returned to normaf after the

exanination period ended. However, the relationship of the

concentration of secretory IgA ix sa.l-iva to stress leveÌs h¡as not

reported in this study. As a result, it is not cl-ear whether stress

related fluctuations i¡ sa.l-iva flow rate (under the control of the

autonomic nervous system), rather than a direct i¡fluence on the

immune system, is more important in elçlaining their findings.

The studies of l"lcQlelland et aI, do not directly address this question

either. They did not report rùrether they took into account the effect

of saliva volume on secretory IgA concentration. As wj-l-l be seen

(Chapter 6), the concentration of secretory IgA in sa.l-iva fa1ls as the

volume of saliva secreted i¡creases.

fn Chapter ó of this thesis, there is a report of a cross-sectional

study in 114 registered nurses uhere I have attempted to deterrúne the

rel-ationship between psychosociaf factors and both secretion rate and

concentration of secretory IgA in sa-Iiva.
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SI'}I}IIRI

To examine the rel-ationship between stress and upper respiratory tract

i¡fection 2JJ adults, (aged 14-57 years) from 94 families affil-iated

with three suburban family physicians irr Adelaide, South Áustralia,

participated in a six month prospective study. High and low stress

groups were identified by nedian splits of data collected fron the Life

Events Inventory, the Daily Hassles Scale, and the Ceneral Health

Questionnaire which were admi¡istered both before a¡rd during the

six-rpnths of respiratory diary data collection. Using intra-study

stress data, the hi$ stress group experienced signficantly nore

episodes (mean of 2.71 vs. t.5ó; p<0.0005) and symptom days (mean of

29.43 vs. L5.42! pl= 0.005) of respiratory illness. The two groups

were alrpst identical- with respect to age, sex, occupational status,

smokilg, passive smoking, exposure to aìr pollution, family size and

proneness to acute respiratory infection irr childhood. In a

muftivariate model with total respiratory episodes as the dependent

variable 2I% of the vari¿nce was elçlained and two stress variables

accounted for 9% of the explained variance. Significant, but less

strong rel-ationships were also identified between intra-study stress

variables and clinically rtdefiniterr episodes and symptom days in both

clinically definite and total respiratory episodes. Pre-study measures

of stress emphasised chronic stresses and were less strongly related to

measures of respiratory illness than those collected during the study.

However, -significantly more episodes (mean of 2.J0 vs. 1.75; p < 0.02)

and symptom days (mean of 28.00 vs. 17.0ó; p< 0.03) were experienced in

the higþ stress group. In the mul-tivariate analyses pre-study stress

remained significantly associated with total- respiratory episodes and

symptom days in total and rtdefiniterr respiratory episodes. fn all of

the multivariate analyses performed sex (female) and age also appeared

as important correlates of respiratory ilIness.
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3. TNTROIIUClÏON

the opportunity to study the stress/respiratory infection relationship

ix a multivariate model arose from a. fanily based triaÌ ix which a

nasal spray of i¡terferon-alpha 2 (Schering Corporation, Kenilworth,

New Jersey) was used as contact prophyJ-axis against upper respiratory

tract i¡fection. In this study respiratory morbidity data were

collected prospectively for six+pnths. In addition comprehensive data

on stress and other known risk factors for respiratory il-l-ness were

collected from the study population of 235 adults.

3. T HAÎERIAI.S A"IIII HETTIODS

3.1.1 the study population

Details of the interferon trial are described elsewhere (150).

Recruitment of fanities was carried out il collaboration with fanily

physicians in three Adelaide suburban areas - Croydon (working class),

IngJ-e Farm (working and lower middle class) and UnJ-ey (middle class).

To be eligibte for the interferon study families had to comprise at

least { members sharing a common living residence, two of whom were

between 18 and 75 years of age and two of whom were between the ages of

2 and 17. 374 fa¡nilies were invited by mail by their own family

physician to consider participating in the interferon study. Of these

1Oó agreed to be intervi.ewed, 97 were accepted as nredically and

demographically eligible for the interferon study and the 235 adult
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nembers of 94 families completed the stress-respiratory infection

study. AIt volunteer families were remunerated for successful

completion of data collection and full compliance with the protocol.

3.t.2 d¿ta collcction

Respiratory data were collected using respiratory symptom diaries for 6

nnnths from mid-April to mid-October 1984, which includes the

AustraLian winter. Participants were asked to record the daily

presence of runny nose, sneezirng, stopped-up nose, sorê throat, hoarse

cougþ, fever, chills, headache and muscle ache. An episode was deemed

to have commenced if a minimum of 2 symptoms were present for at least

24 hours or if a mi¡i-mum of I symptom was present for 48 hours.

þisodes were, by definition, separated by at least J days clear of any

re spiratory sympt oma tologY.

Given these criteria, at the onset of an episode in a family member,

the designated fanily contact person (usually the mother) contacted the

study office by teÌephone. Then a research nurse made an appointment

to visit the famiJ-y, validate the episode onset, and take

nasopharyngeal swabs for virological culture, usually within {8 hours

(l5O). A nwnber of episodes were not swabbed, either due to absence of

the family member or due to the family contact person forgetting to

contact the study office. Seventy seven per cent of all episodes were

swabbed. Symptom diary cards were replaced monthly and checked weekly

durilg a ho¡ne visit by a research nurse.
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After collection of symptom cards alI respiratory episodes were

sub-classified by the author, wtro remained bl-ind to the stress and

demographic data results during this phase. Episodes were designated

frswabbedrr (episode onset validated by a research nurse and where a'

nasopùrarynggal swab was taken), rtdefiniterr, rruncertai¡rt and rrdoubtfultt

episodes. These last three categories have been described elsewhere

and are based on episode duration and symptom constellation (151 ).

3.1.3 Collection of stress and data

The Life Events Inventory rras used to measure najor life event stress.

Althougþ the life events approach to stress measurement has been

criticised on theoretical- and methodological grounds (68r72'73) the

author believed it would retai¡ a significant degree of utility i¡ the

context of this study. The Life Events fnventory was developed and

va.l-idated in Australia¡r suburban populations (78r 152-154) and generates

trdo scores. One is i¡tended to register the amount of ildistressrr the

marked life events caused the respondent, whilst the other seeks to

quantitate the amount of trlife changerr or readjustment necessitated by

the events. A number of studies (74-76) suggest that distressing or

undesirable life events are better predictors of psychological illness

than events which are either neutral or positive but requiring

Iifestyle readjustment (eg having a wanted baby). I hypothesised that

this might also be true for respiratory illness. 0n this basis only

the rrdistressrr scores were used when defining the high and low stress

groups, although both scores were entered into the bivariate and

mtùtivariate analyses. The Life Events Inventory was administered

before the study started in April and agail i¡ late September, toward
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the end of the study. Respondents were asked to record life

which occurred in the two years before the study began (Aprif)

the 6 npnths of the study (September).

events

and in

A recent innovation in stress measurement has been the Daily Hassles

Scale (S¡). This scaLe attempts to identify stress caused by minor,

recurrent, day to day events. t{}rilst current evidence (53r54r8fr8Z)

suggests that this instrument is more strongly associated with self

reports of psychoJ-ogical illness and health status than nnjor life

events, the author is not aware of any studies examining this

relationship using more objective outcome measures. The hassles scele

generates a rrfrequencyrt score which is the nunber of rrhasslesrr that

have recently been a problen for the respondent, and an rrintensityrt

score. The rrintensityrr for each hassle can be scored as lt 2 ot tt

designating increasing intensity. The oVerall intensity is calculated

by sumning these scores and dividilg by the frequency. The instrument

has a total of 117 items. In this study the frequency scores were used

to define high and low stress groupiags but both scores were entered

into the bivariate and mul-tivariate analyses. The Daily Hassl-es

Scale was administered three times. First, in the pre-study period

(April), participa.nts were asked to record those hassles which they

usually found to be a problem, that is, they recorded rrtraitrr hassÌes.

In rnid-study (early July), the hassles scale was administered again.

This time participants were asked to record those hassles which were a

probJ-em in the previous two npnths. This was repeated towards the end

of the study (late September) when respondents again recorded hassles

from the previous 2 ncnths. A summary of the intra-study hassles

experience was obtained by calculating the mean of the Jufy and

September hassles frequency scores.
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The 3Q-item version of the General Health Questionnaire (155) was used

as a measure of psychological symptoms or strain. This instrument has

been validated ix the United Kingdom, the United States and Australia

(155115ó) and has only a margina].Iy worse misclassification rate than

the longer version of the General Health Questonnaire (155). The

author chose this instrument as a measure of the individualrs

i¡ternal, subjective ability to cope with stress. The higþer the

respondents score the lower the ability to cope with stress. Each item

of the questionnaire generates a score of zero or one. For the

purposes of this study anyone scoring one or more in total could be

considered to be extribiting some degree of psychological distress.

However, for psychiatric case finding, rcasesr are not usually defined

r¡ntil a score of ó or more is recorded. The questionnaire was

administered il the pre-study period in April (recordi¡g psychological

symptoms from the previous one month) and twice during the study in

early July and l-ate september, on both occasions recordirg

psychological symptoms from the previous two months. A mean score was

calcul-ated from the two intra-study administrations of the General

Heal_th euestionnaire. Used in concert with the Life Events Inventory

and the Daily Hassles Scale, the GHQ permitted the measurement of

both how much stress is being experienced (Iife events and hassles ) and

how the individual is coping with that stress (psychological strain or

distress measured by the General Health Questionnaire). Copies of the

three stress questionnaires used in this study are included in Appendix

2.

Demographic and risk factor data were collected by questionnaire during

the April pre-study period. Variables included age, sex' occupation of

the principal breadwi¡ner in the family, smoking, passive smoking,
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proneness to acute respiratory illness in the first two years of life,

exposure to poJ-luted or impaired air at home and aÌso at work, family

size and home air-conditioning. Age in years and occupation (coded

using Congaltonrs /-point scale (157) were analysed as continuous

variables. Smoking (nil; pipe or cigar only; 20 cigarettes dail-y;

more than 20 cigarettes daily), passive snoking (not often exposed;

erçosed at home or work; erçosed at hone and work); proneness to acute

respiratory illnes (not prone; average proneness; very prone) and air

quality at work (nornaÌ air; air conditioned; polluted by fumes, dust

and smoke) t{ere alt categoricaJ- variabLes. Binary or dichotomous

variables incl-ude sex (male/fenale), faniÌy size (4 or less/S or more),

impaired air quality outside home (yes/no ), presence of air

conditioning at home (yes/no). Use of interferon or placebo nasal

spray during the study period was treated as bilary variable.

The scores from the stress instruments were used to divide the

population into rrhiglrr a¡rd rrlowrr stress groups. Those scori.ng above

the nedians in alt three stress measures were categorised into high

stress groups while those scoring below ,the median i¡ all three were

categorised into the low stress groups. I\+o sets of high and low

stress groups were identified, one for intra-study stress and one for

pre-study stress. This permitted exanination of the temporal, as well

as quantitative, relationship between stress and upper respiratory

illne ss.
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3.1.4 Ânalysis

Respiratory episodes and symptom days were used as outcome variables in

unpaired T-tests, Pearsons correlations, one+{ay analysis of variance

and chi-squared tests. Ttre tests rdere two-tailed a¡rd the 0.05

significance level r{as used. A Pearsonrs correlation natrix was

calcul-ated to expJ-ore bivariate relationships between all pairs of

stress and respiratory illness variables. Given the 105 possible

correlations Bonferronirs method (158) suggests a significance level at

around the 0.0005 level might be a guide to assessment of the

significance of afiy one coefficient. Stepwise nultiple linèar

regression was used to explore the simultaneous effects of stress and

other predictors of the respiratory illness variables. The Statistical

Package for the social sciences, Revision 10 (159), h¡as used i¡ arl

analysi s.

3.2 RESI'LÎS

The mean age of the 235 individuals ill the study population was 32.7

years (range 14-57) and 49.4 per cent were female. 167 clainred to be

non-smokers (7t.1 per cent) and during the study 125 (53.2 per cent)

used interferon nasal spray at least once. Frequency distributions of

stress score data are presented in Appendix 3.

A total of 524 respiratory episodes (mean 2.23t range 0-10) wer€

experienced during the six month study period yielding a mean of 23.29

symptom days of respiratory illness (range 0-134). Nasal and

pharyngeal swabs were collected from 405 of these episodes in 193

individ.uals yielding 62 positive cultures (47 rhinoviruses, 4
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parainfluenza and 11 others). Ninety one people experienced at least

one respiratory episode that wasnrt swabbed and 17 people (who

experienced at least one respiratory episode) were not swabbed at aIL.

The former groupr rot surprisingly, lvere demographically virtually

identicat to the whole population whil-e the latter group experienced

less pre-study stress than the rest of the population but were in other

respects similar. Of the swabs collected from |tdefiniterr episodes 19.0

per cent grew viruses compa.red with t2.l per cent ix rruncertaintt

episodes and J.0 per cent il 'tdoubtf ul" episodes.

JJ8 episodes (mean 1.9, range 0-ó) were experienced in the 'tdefinitèt'

category yielding a mean of 20.26 symptom days (range 0-134). There

were also t22 rr¡¡1ss¡f,aintrepisodes (range 0-4) and 44rrdoubtful'l

episodes (range O-3) with means of 2.55 (range 0-78) and 0.48 (ra¡rge

O-8) symptom days in each group respectivr!Ìy.

Bivariate correlations between stress variables and rajor respiratory

outcome variables are presented in Table 1. With the exception of life

events (distress)¡ intra-study stress variables were slightly more

strongly correlated with respiratory illness than pre-study stress

variables. A1so, in general, life events (distress) and hassles

frequency scores were more strongly related to outcome measures than

the life events (tife change) and hassles intensity scores

re spectively.

Intra-study psychological strain (Genera1 Health Questionnaire) was

significantly correl-ated with total episodes and symptom days in both

clinically rtdefiniterr and total- episodes at the 0.0005 level. A

similar relationship existed between pre-study Iife events (distress)

and symptom days in rrdefiniterr and total respiratory episodes. The
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relationships between intra-study psychoJ-ogical strain and rrdefiniterl

and swabbed episodes; iltra-study hassfes frequency and total episodes

and symptom days; intra-study life events (distress) and total

episodes; and pre-study psychological strain and total symptom days

are all significant at the 0.002 level.

3.2.r Intra-studY stress and its relationshiP to resDi¡atory illness

Using median splits of the intra-study (distress) score (mean 20'6t

median 12.0) the nean hassfes freqtrency (mean 14.5, median 9'5) and the

mean General- Health Questionnaire score (mean 2.6, median 1.0) from the

ó npnth st¡dy period rrllighrr and rrlor{rr stress groups were created with

individuals scoring above the medians for al-l three variables being

categorized into the rrhighrr stress group and those bel-ow the medians

for all three variables being categorized in the rrfol{rr stress group'

Table 2 presents the socio-demographic añd risk factor characteristics

of the higþ and low stress groups. The attributes of the tl'Ùo groups

are afnpst identicaJ- ix all respects' with none of the observed

differences attaining statisticaf significance at the 0.05 level. The

tr-igþ stress group experienced more episodes (mean of 2.J 1 vs. 1.5Ó) and

symptom days of respiratory illness (mean of 29.43 vs 15.42) than the

low stress group (see Figure 1) with the differences both highfy

statistically significant. When these data are subcategorized the high

stress group also experienced higþer mean swabbed episodes (Z'03 vs'

t.24 j p = 0.002); higþer mean rrdefiniterr episodes (1.79 vs 1.15,

p < 0.02) and symptom days (Zó.07 vs L4.t6, p = 0.02), higþer mean

fruncertainrt episodes (0.59 vs 0.2Ç, p <.04) and symptom days (Z'49 vs

1.04, p <.04) and higþer mean rrdoubtf ult' episodes (0' 33 vs' 0' 13,

p <0.02) and symptom days (0.87 vs 0.2{, p < 0.01). The group of 119

individuals not categorized as high or low stress had intermediate

val-ues for respiratory episodes (mean = 2.37) and symptom days (mean =

22.85).



TABLE 1

Pearson correlation coefficients bet¡seen stress and respiratory variables in adults Adelaide, SouÈh Australia,
April to October, 1984

Llte events (Disfress)

O.14x Life events (l,ife Change)

0.32* 0.35* Trait hassles (Frequency)

0.33* 0.40* 0.34* Trait hassles (Intensity)

Pre-sÈudy stress varíables

0.34* 0.31* O.47* 0.28* + score

Life events (Distress)

0.78* Life events (life Change)

O.32* 0.41* Mean hassles (Frequency)

0. 23* 0. 25* 0.33* Mean .has s les ( Intens ity)

0.35* 0.29* 0.35* O.42* Mean GHQ+ score

0.36*

o.29*

o.26*

0.30*

o.27*

0.33*

o.42*

0.39*

0.30*

o.22x

o.t2 0.00

o.24* o.r2

0.04 -0.06

0.04 -0.07

0.23* O.72

0.13 0.29x

0.19 0.27'k

0.34* 0.31*

0.57* O.29*

0.18 0.48*

0. 25*

o.29*

0. 60*

0.3 5*

0.34*

0. 16

o.t2

0. 13

o.00

o. 10

0.07

o.1,2

0.01

-o.01

o.09

0. 16

o. 20

o. 10

0. 03

o.12

0. 20

0. 14

o. 13

0.09

0. 10

o.12

o.72

0. 05

0.05

o. 10

o.2t

0. 19

o. 09

0.04

0. 16

0. 15

o.72

0.09

0.08

0. 14

Intra-study stress variables

O.27* Total respiratory episodes

0.30* O.74* Total respiratory symptom days

O.2t 0.88* 0.68* Swabbed epísodes

O.19 O.83* O.76* 0.85t "DefiniÈerr respiratory
ep isodes

0.28* 0.68* 0.97* 0.65* 0.79* Symptorn days in
definitet'episode

* p < 0.oo05 + GHQ = General Health Questionnaire



TABLE 2
Attributes of intra-sardy higþ a¡A-toy stress groups in adults,

Adelaide, South Australia' April to October' 1984.

Hrcn stness mw smnss stcn

No. ó1 55

I'lean Age J2 . 8 yrs . 35 .7 yrs N. S . r'

i% Females 5o.8% 5o-9/' N.S.

|% Non-smokers 62.3% 72.7% N-s.

No. often e:çosed to
sidestrean tobacco
smoke at work and home

No. e:çosed to polluted
air at work. 13

No . e>ço sed to inpaired
air quality at home.

No. in fanilies with
5 or more members.

No. in loser socio-
econonic groups
(Congal-ton 5-7)

/" us)ng Interferon
nasal spray

Very prone to ARI+ in
lst 2 years of life.

77 N. S.

N.S.

N.S

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

4

24

29

8

28

36

11

t7

49.1%54.1%

13

*NS =I. ARI
not significant
acute re spiratorY infection
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A number of potential confounding factors were also examined in the

bivariate analyses. They included age, sexr smoking, passive smoking,

occupation of principal bread winner i¡ the fanily, air pollution i¡

work environment, air quality outside the home, air conditioning at

hcrne,fanilysize,pronenesstoacuterespiratoryinfectioni¡the

first two ]¡ears of life and use of interferon during the study period'

The variables that r{rere significantly associated with respiratory

episodes Here sex (females 2.65 mean episodes vs. males l'82;

p < 0.0005), age (Pearsonrs R = -0'28; p < 0'0005) and proneness to

acute respiratory infection in childhood (one-way analysis of variance;

p < 0.03).

These three variables, along with intra-study life events distress and

lifec}range,meanhasslesfreqrrencyandiptensity,theGeneralHealth

Questionnaire score, occupation and use of interferon were then

examined ix a rmrltiple regression model with a range of respiratory

outcomes. Using a forced entry technique with total respiratory

episodes as the dependent variable, the variables were analysed both

with and without first order interaction terms. As there was no

significant difference between the two models, the main effects model

was used in subsequent stepwise analysis'

In the stepwise analyses the residual pl-ots with symptom days ill both

total- and definite episodes as the dependent variabLes were not

normally distributed. To correct this, sqr¡are-root transformations of

these variables were used. Table 3 shows the variables entered with

total episodes and transformed symptom days dependent. In the former

case 2l per cent of the variance is explained with the two stress

variables combined contributirrg 9 per cent of this, which is more than



TASLE 3
Variables selected in stepwíse mulEllEegression model (using intra-study

stress data) with total respiratory episodes and square-root Èransformed s)mpÈom days
as dependent variables, Adelaide, SouÈh AusÈralia, April to October, 1984

Dependent

Respiratory
Episodes

Symptom days
(square root)

Step and
Variab 1e

Regre s s ion
Coe ffic ient

-0.85

o. 06

-0.04

o. 02

0.14

-I.T4

-0.03

T staÈ,istic

-4.42

2.43

-3.55

2.69

3.72

-3 .68

-2.23

Significance
ofT

p < 0.00005

p < 0.02

P = 0.0005

p < 0.01

p < 0.005

p < 0.005

p < 0.03

Part ia 1

Corre lat ion
Coefficient

-o.29

0. 16

-o.24

0. 18

o.25

-o.24

1

2

3

4

Sex

Mean GHQ* score

Age

Mean hassles
frequency

Mean GHQ* score

Sex

Age

R
2

0.08

0. 15

o.19

o.21

0.07

0. 13

1

2

3

* GHQ General Health Questionnaire

0. 15 -0.15



either sex (8 per cent) or age

with transforned symptom days,

per cent) is e:çIained.
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(4 per cent).

but overall,

A similar picture emerges

l-ess of the variance (15

Only swabbed episodes were anaJ-ysed and the variables entered, i¡

ord.er, were sex (n2 change = 0.07; T = -3.?9; p = 0.0002): age (n2

change = 0.05; T = -J.12; p < 0.003) and mean General Health

Questionnaire score (R2 change = 0.02; T = 2.47; p<0.02). with

Itdefinite" episodes dependent, agairt ""* 
(R2 change = 0.08; T = -4.25i

p < 0.00005), age (n2 change = 0.05; T = -3.03; p < o.Oo3) and mean

General Health Questionnaire scor" (R2 change = 0.02; T = 2.o7; þ<

0.04) were entered. Ílith transformed symptom days i¡ rtdefiniterr

episodes dependent intra-study psychological strain was somewhat more

strongly associated, with the variables entered being, irt order, sex

(n2 change = 0.07; T = -3.76; p = o.0oo2), mean General Health

Qr¡estionnaire s"o* (R2 change = O.Oó; T = 3.M; p< 0.001) and age

(R2 change = o.o2; T = -2.25; p<0.03).

3.2.2 Pre-study stress and its rel¿tionship to respiratorrr illness

Comparable analyses to those described above were made using the stress

data collected before the start of the 6 month study period. Pre-study

high and low stress groups were created from median splits of the life

events (distress) score from the 2 years before the study (mean 44.5,

median 37.O), the Trait hassles rrf requencyrr (mean 15.2, median 10.0),

and the General Health Questionnaire score from the month preceding the

study (mean 2.8, median 1.0). The high stress group included Ó0

individuals, with 51 in the low stress group. The socio-demographic
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characteristics of the two groups were again very simiJ-ar

the higþ stress group contained more smokers (21 vs. 5;

8.40; p < 0.004).

except that

Chi-square

Those in the pre-study higþ stress group (see Figure Z) experienced

more respiratory episodes (mea¡r of 2.J0 vs 1.75) and symptom days (mean

of 28.00 vs. 17.06) than the low stress group, both differences

significant at the 0.0J leve1, but the excess of swabbed episodes in

the high stress group (mean of 1.82 vs. 1.39) did not attain

stati stic aL significance.

rn the other sub-categories more episodes and synptom days were

experienced i¡ the pne-study hilh stress group in the rrdefinitett (1.óO

vs. 1.33 mean episodes, 24.90 vs 15.51 mean symptom days), rruncertaintl

(0.55 vs O.J2 nean episodes, 2.15 vs'1.J/ mean symptom days), and

I'doubtfultt (0.35 vs 0.10 mean episodes, 0.95 vs 0.18 mean symptom days)

categories. However only the differences in the I'doubtfulrr category

episodes (p. .01) and symptoin days (p <.01) attained statistical-

significance although t'definiterr symptom days was marginal (p = 0.051).

The 124 individuals not selected into the high and low stress groups

had intermediate values for total respiratory episodes (mean = 2.22)

and symptom days (mean = 21.75).

The five pre-study stress variables (tife events distress and life

change; hassles frequency and intensity; and the General Health

Questionnaire score) were also examined in a series of nultiple

regression analyses along with sex, age, occupation, proneness to acute

respiratory infection il childhood and use of interferon. Once again

it was necessary to use sqr¡are-root transformations of sympton days ix

total and |tdefinitert episodes . Table 4 shows the variables entered
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when total respiratory episodes and transformed symptom days are made

dependent. These models tend to e:çIain less of the overall variance

than the intra-study models and stress appears to be less strongly

(althougtr still significantly) related to the outcome measures.

Irlith swabbed episodes as the dependent variable, ""* 
(R2 change = 0.0ó;

1= -3.75; p = 0.0002), age (R2 change = 0.05; T = -3.ó9; p -
o.ooo3) and hassles frequency (R2 change = 0.02; T = 2.08; p <0.04)

are the three variables entered. However, wtren rtdefiniterr episodes are

nade dependent no stress variable was entered, only the s"* (R2 change

= 0.08; T = -4.30i p<0.00005) and age (n2 change = 0.04; T = -3.27j

p <0.002) variables. Nevertheless, with transfornred symptom days in
rrdefinitet' episodes dependent, sex (R2 change = 0.07; 1 = -J.88; p -
O.O0O1), age (R2 change = 0.04; T - -3.10; p = 0.003) and life evenrs

distress (R2 change = 0.03; ¡ = 2.g; p< 0.02) were entered.

3.3 DTSCUSSTON

In this prospective study two intra-study stress variables along with

sex and age were the Íþst important predictors of total respiratory

episodes in a multivariate model which included a wide range of

potential risk factors. similar, but Iess strong, associations were

found between intra-study stress and total symptom days, swabbed

episodes, rrdefinite" episodes and symptom days in 'rdefiniterr episodes.

For each of these, sex and age were at least as important predictors as

the stress variables. Pre-study stress (which enphasised more chronic

stress measures) was also significantly associated with total episodes

and symptom days in nn¡ltivariate anaryses, but less strongly than



TABLE 4
Variables selected in stepwise multiple regression model (using pre-study stress data)

with total respiratory episodes and square-root transfomed s)rmptom days as dependent variables,
Adelaide, South Australia, April te October, L984

Dependent

Respiratory
episodes

Symptom days
(square root)

Step and
Variab le

Regre s s ion
Coefficient

-o.79

-0.04

0.02

-1.19

0. 11

-0.05

T statistic

-4.tt

-4. 10

2.90

-3.94

3.47

-2.95

Significance
ofT

P = 0.0001

P = 0.0001

p < 0.005

P = 0.0001

p < 0.001

p < 0.005

Part ia I
Corre 1aÈ ion
Coefficient

-o.26

-o.26

0. 18

-o.26

o.23

-0. 20

R2

1

2

3

Sex

Age

Hassles frequency

Sex

GHQ* score

Age

o.07

o. 13

o.77

o. 07

o.t2

0.14

1

2

3

* cHQ General health Questionnaire
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intra-study stress. Pre-study stress was similarly associated with

swabbed episodes and symptom days i¡ ndefiniterr episodes, but not,

importantly, in 'rdefiniterr epi sodes themselves.

The differences in the amount of variance explained by stress between

total epi sodes and either swabbed or rrdefinitet' epi sodes is

particularly interesting. In this study measurement of the dependent

variable relied on self reporting of respiratory symptomatology on card

diaries. In these circumstances there is always the possibility that

stressed individuals will record either psychosomatic symptornatoJ-ogy 
,in

excess of non-stressed individuals or that they will have a lower

threshold of synptom recognition, thus introducing the potential for

confounding between the independent and dependent variables. In an

attempt to reduce the effect of this. potential confounding more

objective subgroups of the respiratory outcome data $/ere examined,

that is, swabbed and rtdefiniterr respiratory episodes. Individuals who

had episodes swabbed were aIl, checked for signs of respiratory

infection by the research nurses at episode onset, and thus these

episodes may have been more valid. "Definiterr episodes represented a

syndrome of respiratory symptoms that could confidently be diagnosed as

an upper respiratory tract infection if viewed in a clinical setting,

thus also reducilg the likelihood of psychosomatic confounding. Also,

the diagnosis of episode onset was governed by a set of rules that had

been estabtished before the study began. 0f pa.rticular importance was

that the less specific symptoms (headache, muscle ache, sneezing) if

occurring in isolation, could not constitute the onset of a respiratory

episode. Ideally, positive virological culture would have been the

ÍDst satisfactory outcome measure but the low positive rate did not

give the author enougþ power to test this hypothesis. The difference
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between the more objective outcome measures and total respiratory

episodes could be explained in a number of ways. Part, but certainly

not all, of the explanation rnay be that the smaller number of episodes

in the swabbed and|tdefiniterr groups reduced the power of the study to

accurately describe the relationship between stress and these two

groups. A major part of the difference may be related to the potential

confounding between stress and the outcome measures that was allurded to

earlier. It seems likel-y that part of the explained variance in total

episodes nny be due to psychosomatic symptonatology. This seems to be

supported by the significant excess of I'doubtfulrr episodes and symptom

days in both the pre- and intra-study high stress groups. The

Itdoubtfulrr group of episodes often incl-uded episodes consisting of 2 or

J days of stopped-up nose alone which clearly could be due to

non-i¡rfective causes such as allergic rhinitis or vaso-motor rhinitis

with a large psychosomatic component. Corr""rsely, however, J per cent

of these episodes produced positive virological cultures, so they

cannot be completely di srnis sed as psychosonatic or allergic

symptomatology.

The results of this study thus led the author to consider two

hypotheses about the relationship between stress and acute upper

respiratory infection. Firstly f suggest that part of the syndrome

known as upper respiratory tract infection is characterised by stress

i¡duced psycho-somatic symptornatology. This, in itself, is an

intriguing possibility, given that in some cases it appears to be

impossible to distinguish between i¡fective and non-i¡fective

respiratory illness on purely clinical grounds (if it may be assumed

that at least some of the positive culture |tdoubtfulrr and rruncertainrl

respiratory episodes do, in fact, represent infective episodes).
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A second and equalry intriguing hypothesis is that stress is causarJ.y
rel-ated to acute respiratory infection. A number of other studies have
suggested such a link (70rg5-gÐ, but this is the first prospecrive,
nn¡Ltivariate study rvhere stress measurement clearl-y antedates the onset
of respiratory il_lness.

The other variabres, beside stress, which emerged as important
predictors in our study were age and sex. That the former has an
inverse relationship to acute respiratory infection has been recognised
previous,'y ( 11 ). The rerationship between sex and respiratory irì.ness
is more interesting. The npst rikety expranation is that the women in
our study were more prone to respiratory infection because most were
rrcthers and thus exposed to yo'nger chirdren more intensely than the
nales, who were ¡nainly working fathers. AII families in this study
included at least two children under 12 years of age.

Despite the success of interferon prophylaxis in preventing rhinovirus
associated colds i¡ the study population (fSO) interferon usage did not
energe as a significant predictor of respiratory episodes in the
anaJ-ysis described here. Given the protocor of the interferon trial a
rather small proportion of the total number of col-ds considered in this
analysis cour-d have been infruenced by the interferon contact
prophylaxis. r studied episodes outside the interferon trial as wer-I
as episodes which could not have been infruenced by the interferon,
thus diruting its effect on respiratory irrness in this study.
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fn su¡ilnary, this study supports previous evidence for an association

between stress and acute respiratory infection and is consistent with

the hypothesis that stress causally contributes to respiratory ilLness.

Further research is needed to test this hypothesis, particularJ-y in a

prospective design with more objective measures of respiratory outcone.

These findings aÌso underline the need to include sophisticated

measqres of stress ix future prospective studies of acute respiratory

infection if we are to nnke further advances i-lr our understanding of

the aetiology of these ubiquitous illnesses.
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SU}THTRT

A comnunity based case-control study was undertaken to investigate the

relationship of maternal stress, maternal social supports and family

functioning to childhood respiratory illness while controll-ing for
maternal smoking, group child care, early chest ilrness, number of

sibrings, breast feedi¡g, occupation, sex, âg€r home heati¡g,

birthweigþt and parental history of asthma. Cases and controls were

obtained fron the responses to a mail questionnaire, sent to the

addresses of a randomry serected sampre of 1983 births from

metropolitan Adelaide. Cases (n=2JJ) were defined by a respiratory

score (based on frequency and severity of reported symptoms ix the

preceding 12 nnnths) i¡ the top quintile of the distribution. Controls

(n=2J1) were defined by a score in the bottom zo% of the range.

Further information was obtained from a questionnaire administered at a

home vi sit - l'laternal stress was identif ied as a significant risk
factor in a stepwise m¡Itiple logistic regression (adjusted odds ratio,
hieh vs. low = 3.79t 95% confidence intervaL t.96_7.20). Other

significant factors were chest irlness in the first year of rife
(adjusted 0R 9.52; 95% ct s.47-1ó.5ó), regular artendance at chitd care

(adjus ted oR 3.29; 95% ct 1.76-6.2o) t nnternal snoking (ad justed oR

1.88; 95% cr 1.15-5.12), mare sex (adjusted oR t.ó8; 95% ct t.07-2.65)

and number of siblings (two vs. zero; adjusted oR 2.22; 95% cr

1.14-4.29). These findings raise a number of questions about the

relationship of parental- psychologic states to chil_d health.
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4 TNÎRODT'CTTOT

rt has been argued (1ó0) that the family psychosocial envirorunent has

an important influence on child health. Empirical research findings

support this view. The studies rel-ating family stressful events and

other psychosociaJ- factors to acute respiratory infection in chitdhood

have already been outlined (7orgr). Famiry or parentar stress has arso

been associated with increased risk of hospitalisation for respiratory
and gastro-i¡testinal infections, accidents (f6f) and poisoning (162)

i¡ children- Reducing naternal distress by provision of information

and counselling is related to faster recovery and less post-operative

complications (vomiting, sleep disturbance) ix children undergoing

tonsil-lectomy (1ó3). The relationship of social- supports and networks

to health and disease has attracted interèst at both a theoretical_ (ó5)

a¡rd empirical level (611641164). Attention has also focussed on

maternal social supports and infant development. There is evidence

that nate¡nal support nay influence interactive or stimu1-atory

behaviour with their infants ( ló5, lóó) and the security of the

maternal-infant bond (167). The role of family interactions and

dysfunction i¡r determining heaì-th status in children have been examined

by a number of disciplines, principarry psychiatry, psychorogy,

paediatrics and fanily medicine. A range of research inventories

designed to measure family functioning have been advocated (tóg-l70).

Family dysftlrction is related to increased susceptibility of chil-dren

to health events like repeated accidents (tzt) and psychorogical

disturbance irr the presence of chronic irlness (172). Arteration of

dysfunctional family milieu by effective family therapy seems arso to
improve the health of labile diabetics, steroid dependent asthmatics
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and seriousfy iI1 anorectics (L73). The relationship between family

functioning and exacerbation of asthna has been well- studied (t74rl7|)

but not between it and infectious respiratory illness.

The study reported in this Chapter focusses on the relationship between

family and particularly maternal- psychosocial factors on the one hand

and acute respiratory infection il chil-dhood on the other. Measures of

maternal stress, nnternal social support and family functioning h¡ere

utilised il a nn¡l-tivari¿te analysis to exanine the relationship between

family psychosocial factors and acute respiratory illness in childhoòd

whil-e controlling for a r¿urge of potentialJ-y confoundi¡g variabres.

4.1 IIAIRIALS ilII) }IEIHOIIS

4.1.1 The study popul.a,tion

The sequence of steps used in selection of the study population are

presented in Figure 1. The initial reference population consisted of

all- live births registered in South Australia in 1983 where the place

of residence was given as metropol-itan Adelaide (i.e. postcodes

500È5199). The Epidemiol-ogy Branch of the South Australian Health

Commission took a I in 2 sample from this population and provided the

research team with 6OL2 usable addresses. Screening questionnaires

were then mailed in five batdres of approxirnately 1000 (il June, JuIy,

september, October and November 1985). The 1023 addresses not used

were randomJ-y excluded. The questionnai¡es h¡ere addres sed to rrThe

Householderrr and invited parents to provide information on a child at

that address aged between 1 and J years. rf there were 2 or more

children in this age group, pa.rents were to report on the younger.
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They were asked to record the recent respiratory history of their child
(from the preceding 12 months) and to provide information on a range of

known or potential- risk factors for respiratory illness in chil_dhood.

The screening questionnaire also invited them to be involved in stage

two (nnternal interview for the case-control study) of the study. rn

order to restrict the sampJ-e to the 1983 birth registrations

respondents ldere excluded ntrere the subject clrildren were born before

lst November, 1982 and after Jlst December, 1983.

cases and controls were identified from the top and bottom zo% of

respiratory scores of the children of those respondents who agreed to

participate in the interview phase of the study. The study nurses then

contacted the households of the cases and controls by phone and an

appoinunent was made to interview the mot*rer. At the interview more

detailed data were collected on ex¡rosure and sociodemographic factors

that were known or potential risk factors for respiratory illness in

chil-dhood. The mothers also completed the psychosocial questionnaire

(which sought data on naternar stress, social supports and family

functioning) at this time.

4.1.2 the respiratory score

The respiratory score was calculated from information provided by the

parents in the screening questionnaire. The parents were invited to

record the frequency of 1J upper and rower respiratory tract symptoms

and illnesses experienced by their child in the preceeding 12 months.

These were: colds, cough, hayfever, wheeze or asthma, bronchitis,

bronchioÌitis, pneunnnia, croup, sore throat, tonsirlitis, thick nasal

discharge, earache and discharging ear. Each item h¡as rated by
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ETGI'RE I
Selcction of cases and controlliliñini¿ial reference population

131996 AIl live registered births i¡ South Australia, 1983, resident
in postcodes 5000-5199

ó,998t)r.2sampÌe

- 98ó excluded due to incomplete, nultiple or inaccessible
addres s es

- 1023 addresses not used

41989 Screening questionnaires sent in J mailings
I

21854 Respondents to screening questionnaire

Excl-usion of 9ó j-nfants borm before 1-11-82 (3.4/")
- and 140 infants born after 31-12-83 Q.9%)

2$ Respondents from first 4 nnilings considered for case-control
study

I 18 Agreed to interview

RESPIRÂTORY SCORE

2

2

8ó1

I

1

I

I

2

I

I

244
(bottom quintile
each mailing)

coNrnor.s

I

700
(midrange

each maiì-ing)

I

276
(top quintile
each mailing)

- - L2 lost to
folIow-up

13

I

I

t-
I

I

lost to
follow-up

- J phone
interview only

- Ç phone
i¡terview
only

255227
CASES
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frequencys t¡svs¡rr (0 bouts of this sympton/ilrness in the past rz
nonths ), ilrarelytt (l-2 bouts ), rsometimesr (J_g bouts ), rfrequentlyrr

(more than 8 bouts), and rconstantryrr (most of the time). Each of
these frequencies carried a score ranging from 0 (,,r"ve.,, ) to 4.

('rconstantrytt ¡. The weightings of scores for each item, therefore, was

the same except if bouts of pneumonia or asthna were experienced.

since these are more serious respiratory ilrnesses, two extra points
were scored if either condition was experienced and four extra points
were scored if both conditions were experienced. The potential range

of scores was from 0 to 5ó. using this approach and identifying top

and botton quintiles all-owed delineation of two populations of ctrildren
with cÌearly different recent respiratory morbidity experiences.

4.t. Collection of psychosocial data

Data relating to maternal stress, maternal social supports and family
functioning were collected by a self-report questionnaire administered

during the interviews (see Appendix 1). Three conponents r{ere rnajor

l-ife events, mi¡or life events and psychological distress. A rnodified

version of the Life Events rnventory was used to measure naternal liJe
events from the previous 12 months. Ten items not relevant to mothers

of young children were del-eted from the original instrument (154) and

the wording of some items was changed to take into account family
stmctures varying from the traditional nuclear family unit. Ì,linor

life events or "daily hasslesrrwere measured by the Daily Hassles Scale

(53). This tr7 item instrument is intended to measure minor,

irritating, day to day stressfur events and generates both a

rrfrequencyrr and ilintensityrr score for these events. For this study the

intensity scale was deleted to reduce the complexity of the
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questionnaire and the furterview time. l"lothers were asked to record

those milor life events which had been a problem in the preceding one

month. Data on maternal psychological distress, also from the

preceding one month, Ï/ere collected via the 12 item version of the

Generaf Heal-th Questionnaire (155). From these three stress measures

(najor life events, ninor life events, psychological distress) a single

stress variabfe with three categories (Iow; moderate; high) was then

created. Respondents who scored above the medians for all three stress

measures were defined as the "highrr stress group, whil-e those scoring

below the medians for al-I three measures were defined as the rrlowrr

stress group. The rest of the respondents, that is, those with either

one or two scores above the median were defined as experiencing

moderate stress, The median score for the Life Events Inventory was 23

(range O-2L6), the Daily Hassles Scale Ç. (range 0-ó4) and the General

Health Questionnaire 1 (range 0-12). More complete frequency data are

presented in Appendix 3.

Data were also col-Iected on maternal social supports. A modified

version of the }4aternaJ- Social Srpport Index (176,177) was used for

this purpose. The original- instrument h¡as used as part of a structured

interview, however irt this study, primariÌy to reduce interview time,

it was administered in questionnaire form with appropriate minor

modifications. The questionnaire measures seven aspects of naternal-

social support. These are: (i) help with household chores (help with:

0-4 chores; 5-ó chores; 7-8 chores); (ü) support from relatives

(satisfactory; unsatisfactory); (iii) available support in times of

need (O-Z persons; 2 or more persons ); (iv) available neighbourhood

support (0 persons; 1 or more persons); (v) spouse communication (good;

poor)i (vi) conmr¡¡rication with friends (good; poor), and (vii)
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social/reJ-igious group affiliations (regular attendance; irfrequent or

nil attendance). Each item was treated as a categorical- variable and

in addition the scores of the seven items were summed to provide a

global index of maternal sociaf support. The global maternal social

support score was then categorised into ttpoorrr ma.ternal socia.f support

(below the median) a¡d rrgoodrr social- support (above the median). The

median for the gJ-obaI maternal social support score h¡as 13 (range

0-19). l"lore complete data are presented in Appendix 3.

The Family APGAR (170) was util-ised as a measure of farnily function and

dysfunction. This short instrument was primarily intended as a

clinical aid for family physicians. It attempts to measure the

re spondents satisfaction with five basic components of fanily

fr.rrctioning. The five components relate to: (i) sharing of fanily

resources in times of need; (li¡ communication and probÌem solving;

(iii) sharing of nurturing and freedom for personal growth; (iv)

sharing of emotionaf ex¡leriences, and; (v) the amount ald quality of

time the fanily spends together.

The instrument is intended for use in a wide range of conventional and

alternate Iife style farnily settings (e. g. nuclear, conrnunal ,

homosexual-, single parent). This feature, along with its simplicity,

face val-idity, and brevity made it an ideal inventory for this study.

Each of the five items on the Fanily APGAR can be scored 0 (hardly ever

satisfied), 1 (ratisfied some of the time) or 2 (afnrcst always

satisfied). A total score of 7-t0 is said to represent a highly

fr.nctional fanily, 4-6 a noderately dysfunctional family and 0-3 a

higþIy dysfunctional family. In this study, due to small numbers in
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the higþ1y dysfunctional group the l-atter th'o categories hrere collapsed

to create a th'o category variable (dysfunctional; functional-). The

frequency ùistribution data are presented in Appendix J.

4.1.4 Collection of e:qrosure a.nd sociodetogtptric data

Demographic and risk factor data h¡ere collected from the screening

questionnaire and durilg the case-control interview. From the

screening questionnaire the following categorial variables were

defined: infant sex (female, male) maternaf and pa.ternal history bf

asthma (bottr yes/no responses), home heating (gas; open fire; electric

and other), attendance at a chitd care centre (nif; occasionaÌly;

reguJ-ar1y), nunber of siblings under 1{ years (0; l; 2 or more) and

elq)osure to nnterna.f smokilg jl the first year of l-ife (y""; no).

Birthweigþt was coded as low birthweight (2500 grams or less) or normal

birthweight (ZSOt grams and above) according to accepted definitions

(tZA). The occupation of the principal- breadwi¡rner in the household

was initially coded using Congalton's /-point scaÌe (157) with an 8th

category added for the unemployed, pensioners, and those who indicated

rrhousewiferras the principal household occupation. The 8 groups were

collapsed into 4 groups representing: (i) managerial/professional;

(ii) semi-professional/skilted; (iij) semi-skiIIed; (;-v¡

unskill-ed/unemployed etc., thus allowing occupational status to be

treated as a categorical variable. A wide range of data were also

collected during the maternal interview. Relevant variables incfude:

length of breastfeeding (ni1; 1-J nronths; ó months or more), infant

experience of chest ill-ness (pneumonia, bronchitis, bronchiolitis) in

the fi¡st year of life (yes; no) and nu.terna.l- years of post primary

education (continuous variable ) .
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4.1.5 Analysis

unadjusted odds ratios of childhood susceptibility to respiratory
illness were cal-culated from 2x2 chi-square tables i¡ rel-ation to aIL

categorical psychosocial, exposure and sociodemographic variables. The

confidence intervals of the odds ratios lrere calculated by Ílolf f rs

method (179). For ordered, non-dichotomous factors, linear trends were

assessed usi¡g a chi-square test ( tgo). A two tailed t_test was used

to test the significance of the observed difference in mean years of
naternal education between cases and controls. lfultipre rogistic
regression (1811182) was used to estimate the effects of the variables

of primary interest (the psychosocial variables) while controlli¡g for
the potentially confounding effects of the other exposure and

sociodemographic variables. Adjusted odds ratios were derived from the

anti-logarithm of the ì-ogistic coefficients. The confidence interval_s

for the adjus ted odds ratios were carcurated by taking the

anti-logarith¡n of the confidence interval-s of the logistic coefficients
(coefficient + 1.9ó x stand.ard error). Significance was assessed at

the 0.05 Ievel throughout.

4.2 RF^SULTS

The mean maternal age' mean birthweight and soci-oeconomic status of the

initial- reference popuÌation, the respondents to the screeni¡g

questionnaire and respondents agreeing to interview are compared in
Table l. The study participa.nts, not unexpectedry, tend to be of

higher socio-economic status, with a higher mean maternaì- age and mean

infant-bir thweight repor ted.



ÎABLE 1

Cor¡nrison of demographic characteristics of 1983 netropolitan Adel¿ide
registered bi¡ths reference population vith study participants

1983 birrhs
(reference
ppr¡lation)
(n = 1J,!!ó)

Respondents
to screening
questionnairg
(n = 2,81)

Respondents
agreeing to
i-nterriev
(n = 11218)

Mean naternal
age (at birttr)

I'lean birthweigþt

Socioeconomic
status (Congalton
ranki¡gs )

t-2

3-5

6-7

[InempIoyed,
pe nsioners,
othe rs

26.J years
(s.1. = 4.8)

JJ6{ grams
(s.1. = 553)

6.3/"

4e.7%

30. t/"

9. s%

27.8 years
(s.n. = 4.5)

J{0{ grams
(s.n. = 5ó1)

8.6%

62.4%

Ló. I /o

3.4%

28.J years
(s.n. = 4.4)

J{02 grams
(s.n. = 5ó4)

to.o/,

65.6/"

20. L/"

3.s%
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Mothers of 482 children h¡ere interviewed in the case_control study.

the children rrere aged from ZZ-33 months (median 27, nean 2J.!,; S.D.

1'90) and 262 (54.4Ð were ¡nale. There were 255 cases (children with
higþ levels of respiratory morbidity in the 12 months before i¡terview)
and 227 control-s (children with very low revers of respiratory
morbidity in the 12 monrhs before i¡terview). 0f the cases, 6g.g% had

experienced at least one bout of asthna or wheezi¡g in the previous 12

months (vs. ni1 controls), 53.3% had experienced at least one bout of
bronchitis (vs. 4% of contr.ols) and 8.2% experienced at least one

episode of pneumonia (vs. nil controls). Simitar differences were

evident for the entire range of other rower and upper respiratory
symptoms which contributed to the respiratory score. The respiratory
scores of the cases ranged from r3-4r (median 17, mean rg.t5; s.D.

4.74) whiLst those of conrrors ranged froñr o-5 (median 3; mean J.ló;
s.D. t.25).

4.2.t Bivariate ¡nalJrses

unadjusted odds ratios of childhood susceptibility ro respiratory
morbidity ix rel-ation to nraternal and fanity psychosociaÌ status are

presented in Table 2. Moderate and highly stressed mothers were more

Iikely to have children who were cases than controls and cases were

more likely to come from dysfunctionar- families. Risk of

susceptibility to respiratory morbidity appeared to increase with the

rever of maternar stress (departure from linear trend chi-square =

o'03i N.S. ). Global naternal social support was not associated with
i¡creased risk, but nothers of cases were more likery to report



T.ABLE 2
lLatern¿l and faniry psychosociar faõFi'relation to high (cases) and row(controls) Ievels of respiratory rorbidity in childhood,"n¿"Ui¿e, South

Austr Lia, 1985

Cases Controls Unadjus 95þ Confidence
I-ntervalFactors (n:255) (n=227) Odds Ratio

ìbt ern aI Stre ss
Low
Modera te
Hieh

FamiJ-y Function
Functional-
DysfurctionaJ.

Help With Chores
Help with 7-8 chores
Help with 5-ó chores
Help with 0-{ chores

Support From Relatives
Satisfactory
Uns atisfact ory

Available Support fn Need
2 or more persons
0-2 persons

Avail-able Sìrpport In
Neighbourhood

1 or more persons
0 persons

Communication With Spouse
Good
Po or

Commumication With Friends
Good
Po or

So cial /netigious Group
Affil iatio ns

Regular attendance
Infrequent or nil
at tendance

1

42
26
88

aa

116
.1.1

1

1
a

=26

0.
1.

=4x

1.
0.
1.

1.00
r 0'9ó

x'=o. oo3

00
9L
96
)o

1000
ó1
18

t.2r-3.02
2. 3t-6.78
p=0.0000

2x

GlobaI I'h,ternal Social Support
Good 131
Poor I2O

185
ó8

133

78
M

126
129

189
65

206
49

17r
80

184

42

133

94

126
98

18
8o
29

1 .00
t.44

=3.71

2

,
x

2

1

1

,l
X=l

1.
1.
0.

00
?4

5/

')
x

,)

x

2
X

1.00
1. 18

=0.63

00
86

35
39

.00

.29

.95

1 .00
1.40

=2.4r

1.00
0.75
,)o

t.22-2.49
p=0.04

o.82-1.70
p=0.43

o. 57-1.28
0.79-2.29
p=0.30

I .00-2.07
p=0. 05

o.g0-2.74
p=0. 16

0. ó1-1.51
p=0. 96

o.94-2.09
P=0.12

0.82-2.00
p=0. 45

0. 54-1 .07
p=0.130

ox

)
x

208
47

182
45

t8z
45

1ó8

.56

r92
35

131
t24

100
127
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unsatisfactory support from relatives. The other six elements of

¡natemal social support were not significantly associated with risk of

high respiratory morbidity i¡ these anaì_yses.

A number of other known and potential risk factors were also exa¡nined

i¡ relation to risk of high respiratory morbidity in these children.

Chest illness in the first year of life was associated with the

greatest increase i¡ risk (Table 3). (Although two of the children i¡
the study were aged 2J and 22 months and the relevant periods for the

independent and dependent variables overlapped by I and 2 months

respectively, closer analysis reveal-ed that this did not influence the

analysis. The 22 tnnth old suffered no chest illness and the 23 month

ord suffered a single episode at 4 months, werr crear . of the

respiratory score reference period.) Occasional and regular attendance

of children at a. day care centre were both associated with increased

risk of high respiratory morbidity (depa.rture from linear trend

chi-square = o.24t N.s.). A similar pattern was observed with the

number of siblings (under 1{ years of age) of a child and the childrs

risk of high respiratory morbidity (departure from Ìinear trend

chi-square = o.22i N.s. ). E:çosure to nraternal smoking i¡ the first
year of life was also associated with increased risk and nale children

were more likely to be cases than female children. fnfants who were

not breastfed appeared to be at greater risk than infants fed for ó

rþnths or more. lbternal and pa.ternal history of asthma and Low

birthweigþt were not associated with increased risk but eïposure to

natural gas heatilg did appear to be associated. l¡wer socioeconomic

status deternined frorn parental occupation was associated with

increased risk (departure from rinear trend chi-square = 0.36; NS) as



TABLE 3
þosure and socioderographic vari¿,tions i-u rel¿tion to higþ (c¿ses) and low

(control.s) Ievels of respiratory norbidity in chitdhood, Adelaide, South
Austrr-lia, 1985

\rosure ¡nd
Dercgra¡rhic variables

Oases
(n=2$$)

Gontrols
(n:22J)

llnacljuste<l
Odds Ratio

95þ Conf-idence
Interval

Ohest IIIness lst Year
of Life

No
Yes

Chil-dcare
NiI
0ccasional
Regular

0
1

2 or more

Bnea stfeedirrg
ó months or more
1-5 nnnths
0 months

I'bternal Smoking lst Year
of Life

No
Yes

0cc upati on
Man age rial /erof e s sional
Seni-Prof . /sfiftea
Semi-skil-Led
Unski lled/r:n emp loyed

Sex
Female
Male

Home Heating
Electric/other
Open fire
Gas

Birthweight
2J01 gms or more
2J00 gms or less

l4a.t ernal Asthnn
No
Yes

Paternal Asthn¡a
No
Yes

118
13ó

206
2t

46
7U

8ó

ó8
r07

51

206
8ó

50

153
r02

177

49

206
74
20

1ó

7o
139

29

29

79
t07

11

99
15ó

t2t
10ó

101

50
76

99
38

118

276
11

22t
31

2to
t6

2to
1ó

2x

1.00
11.31

=104. 95

1 .00
1. 95
3.15

=23. 85

.00
-7t
.49
.62

1 .00
2.41

=77.83

6.zz-t9.8
p=0.0000

1.29-3.10
2.03-5.20
P=0.0000

1 .Og-2.70
1.50-4. 15

P=0. 00 18

0. 81-1. ó7
1.M-4.35
p=0.00 19

1. ól-3. ó1

P=0.0000

o. 8o-3.21
r.22-4.57
1.89-12.05
P=0.00 18

1.25-2. 59
p=0. 00 2

0.47-t.29
r.06-2.36
p=0.0 1

0. 93-4.09
p=0.11

0.98-3. 4ó
p=0.08

0.85-3. 11

p=0.19

163

5/
26

131

58
óó

rngsbISi

2x

2x

2x

,
x

1

1

2
_'l a

00
1ó

50
51

1.
1.
,

=I2.

.10

1

,l
X:Z

1

,lx:J

232
23

2x

,)

X

2x

1

1

,
4

t4

1

1

=9

00
ó1

36
.tQ

98

00
80
s7

00
78
58

.00

.95

.59

1.
0.
1.

2x

=9. 15

.00

.8¿

I .00
1. ó3
1.75

278
27
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titas natenxal post-primary education level. Mothers of cases had

significantly less secondary and tertiary education (4./ years vs 5.2
years; t = 2.30; p = 0.02).

1.2.2 ltulriyari¿re ¡n¡lJrSGs

In order to determine whether the maternal and family psychosocial

variables remained associ¿ted with a significant increase in risk (of a

child e:cperiencing a high lever of respiratory norbidity) in a

nultivariate nodel, a series of stepwise nultiple logistic regression

analyses were undertaken. In aII regressions variables were selected

on the basis of significant increase (at the O.O5 level) in the log

likel-ihood of the logistic moder. First, naternal stress, family
functioning and the 8 ¡naternal social support variables were examined

in a stepwise logistic regression to deternine which lrere the most

important variabres i¡ reration to the dependent variable. The two

variables entered are shown in Table 4. cases were more rikely to have

moderately or highly stressed npthers than controls and were more

Iikely to have mothers who reguJ.arly attended social or religious
organisation meetirgs. This latter finding runs contrary to social
support theory and ix the opposite direction to the hypothesized

result. Neither famiry functioning nor the other sociar support

variables were entered into the model. the goodness of fit chi-square
(Iæmeshaw and Hosmer (óf¡ for the model was t.lzg with 4 degrees of

freedom (p = 0.890). The two significant psychosocial variabres
(maternal stress and sociar/rerigious group affiriations) along with
the other independent variabres, were then examined in an expanded

logistic anarysis. As a first step irr this procedure, interactions
between maternal stress/nunber of sibrings; a¡rd maternal



ÎABLE 4

Re_sults of steprise uultiple logistic regression rith respiratory norbidity i¡
chirdhood (higþ vs lov) as the dependeni variable, using-nterna_l and fani_Iy

psychosocial va¡.i¿bles, Adel-aide, South .Austraf_ia, 1985

Step rnd"*o¿.oa
variables

.Adjusted 95Í Corfidence Chi-square p-value
Odds Ratio Inte

1 l"laternal Stress
I¡w
Moderate
High

2. Social,/Religious
Affiliation
Regular attendance
fnf requent/ntJ-

attendance

1.00
L -78
3. 85

1 .00
0.67

L.L2-2.66
2.23-6.67

0.4ó-0.98

23.57 p=0.000

4.31 p=0.038
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stress/attendance at daycare were examined with their main effects in a

Iogistic regression model with stepwise deretion of the least

significant terms. These two relationships were the only interactions

of significance from the bivariate analyses. rn the first step the

naternal stress/siblings interaction was deleted (p = O.2Ð with the

maternaÌ stress/childcare interaction being deleted at the second step

(p = O. f9). The remaining variables (the mai¡ effects) were aII
significant at the 0.05 Level. Thusr tro interaction terms were

incl¡¡ded for consideration in the finaf logistic regression analysis.

The variables exa¡¡ined ix the expanded stepwise Iogistic regression

were nate¡na-l- stress, naternal social/religious affiliations, chest

iLrness in lst year of life, maternal smoking in lst year of Iife, sex,

breastfeeding, occupation, maternal education, attendance at childcare,

birthweight, household heating, number of siblings, maternar and

parental history of asthma. Seven of these variables were entered into
the final model (Table 5). The goodness of fit chi-square for the

¡nodel- was 6.793 with 8 degrees of freedom (p>0.5). A childrs risk of

experiencing a higþ level of respiratory morbidity appeared to be

greatly increased by a drest illness in the first year of life.
Maternal stress was also associated with increased risk. The degree of

risk appeared to increase with the level of maternal stress. fncreased

exposure to other chil-dren (reguJ-ar day care attendance; nunber of

sibrings) simirarly appeared to increase the probability of a chird

being a caser as did male gender and exposure to maternal smoking in

the first year of life. However, househord heati:rg, despite improving

the overall fit of the model, did not appear to confer any increased

risk of high respiratory morbidity.



TÁBI.E 5
Resr¡Its of steprise uultiple ñEÏgistic regression vith respiratory

norbidity in childhood (high vs low) as the dependent varia,ble, using
psychosocial and other exposure/socioderographic variables,

Adel-aide, South Austr¡Iia, 1985

Step Independent
variables

Unadjusted
Odds R¿tio

95% Confidence Chi-square p-va.lue
Interval

1

2

Chest fllness
lst Year 0f Life

No
Yes

I4at ernal Stre ss
Iow
Moderate
Hieh

3. Childcare
Nil
0ccasional
Regular

4. Heating
EJ-ectric/other
Open fire
Gas

5. ì,laternal Smoking
No
Yes

ó Sex
Female
l'laIe

7

or more

00
I 5.47-1ó.5ó

1.05-3.16
r.96-7.20

rrL.92 p=0.000

t9.64 Þ=0.000

13.2t p=0.001

10.3ó p=0.00ó

ó.48 p=0.01

4.98 p=0.03

6.25 p=0.04

1

9

1.00
t.82
3.76

1.00
1.4r
3.29

0.79-2.5t
t.7Ç6.2O

a

t . L5-3. t2

1.07-2.65

1 .03-3. 32
7. t4-4.29

,o_
96-

0
0

00
56
5ó

00
88

00
ó8

1

0
1

1

1

1

1

1.00
1. 85
2.22

1.08
57

rngssibt
0
1

2
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4.3 DTSCUSSTON

In a stepwise multivariate analysis maternal stress was significantJ-y

associated with the risk of havilg a chil-d who had experienced a recent

higþ level of respiratory morbidity. Risk appeared to increase with

the level of maternal stress. Fanily functioning and an el-ement of

natennal social- support (support from relatives) were associated with

increased risk of high respiratory morbidity i¡ the bivariate analyses

but not when other factors h¡ere controlled for in the nuLtivariate

analyses. The relatively strong association between maternal strèss

and childhood respiratory illness is a noteworthy finding, particularly

irr that it persists i¡ an inclusive multivariate model. The simplest

explanation of this finding may be that mothers of children

experiencilg repeated respiratory illnesses (with the attendant need

for physician consultation, medication and sometimes hospitalisation)

are likery to be under a fair degree of stress as a result.

Furthermore, it is not difficul-t to understand how such a source of

stress night be reflected i¡ measures of psychological distress and

minor life events in particular. I{hilst it is more difficult to

e:çrain how chiLdhood respiratory illness might predispose to pa.rental

nrajor l-ife events, it is quite conceivable that parents stressed by

frequently sick children might tend to remember and report more life

events than they otherwise would if their chiLdren had been less sick.

An alternative expì-anation is that maternal- stress might be causally

rerated to childhood susceptibitity to high respiratory morbidity,

rather than the other way around. Since there is good evidence that

maternal psychological status can influence a childrs response to an

illness (1ó3) it is not inconcievable that maternal stress might

influence a child's susceptibility to respiratory illness. Previous
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research is consistent with such a hypothesis (70r91). However, given

the retrospective nature of the data coflection in this study it is

impossible to draw a conclusion one way or the other. Another issue

relates to the inability to differentiate between infectious and

non-infectious respiratory morbidity given the current study design.

ApproxinrateJ-y two-thirds of the cases experienced at least one episode

of rrheezing during the 12 nonth reference period. At least some of

this wheezing wilI have been due to non-infectious causes and

psychosonatic factors rnay have contributed to this morbidity. The

differentiation between infectious and non-i¡rfectious respiratory

morbidity wiIL need to be addressed in future research.

Overall, the strongest rel-ationship between an independent variable and

risk of Lrigh respiratory morbidity was that between the experience of a

chest illness in the first year of life and subsequent illness.

Although earÌy drest illness is well recognised as a risk factor for

subsequent respiratory morbidity (38-40) the nragnitude of the

association j¡ this study is quite remarkabÌe. This may just reflect

the wide separation i¡ respiratory morbidity experienced by the cases

and contrpls in comparison to the usual continuous outcome measures.

Alternatively, inaccurate recall by the mothers in determining the

timing of their childts initial chest illness and any chest illness

during the 12 months reference period for the respiratory score may

have biased this relationship. Thus there are grounds for treatíng the

strength of this relationship with some caution. Whether chest illness

in early life predisposes the child to subsequent infection or wt¡ether

it only acts as a marker for a genetically pre-determined

susceptibility to respiratory illness remains problematical'. The

rel-ationships of male gender, childcare, number of siblings, maternal
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smoki¡g in infancy with childhood respiratory iIÌness is consistent

with previous research (9111-13r2Or3l-33r183) and requires no further

discussion. Also, this study appears to confirm that e)cposure to

natural gas in a household setting has littl-e bearing on the risk of

acquiring respiratory illness i'tr childhood (184), r+hen other factors

are taken into account.

In surmary, this study provides supporting evidence for the hypothesis

that rBternal stress is significantly associated with acute respiratory

illness in childhood. S¡ch ¿u't association persists even when

controlli¡g for a wide range of potential-Ly confoundi¡g variables and

risk appears to increase with the l-evel of maternal stress. Further

research is required to determine the direction, if any, of causality

i¡ this relationship. Such research should incorporate a prospective

design together with more objective outcome measures to reduce

reporting bias and more cl-earJ-y differentiate between infectious and

non-inf ectious respirat ory morbidity.
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SUUI,IARI

To study prospectj-vely the relationship between parental stress and

acute respiratory iJ-lness i¡r childhood, L77 children, aged 1-lJ years,

from 94 famil-ies hrere followed for ó months in Adelaide, South

Austral-ia, durìng 1984. The òhildrensr parents completed streSs

questionnaires assessing najor l-ife events, minor l-ife events (hassles)

and psychologic distress both before and duri¡g ó months of respiratory

diary data collection. A series of known risk factors including

childrs age, sex, number of young siblings, socioeconomic status,

exposure to passive smokilg, exposure to natural gas cookilg and family

use of interferon nasaJ- spray together with the intra-study parental

stress variables were ilcluded in a series of stepwise muJ-tiple

regression analyses. ülith total childhood respiratory episodes as the

dependent variable paternal psychologic distress (n2 change = 0.11;

p = 0.0000) and age (n2 change 0.07; p 0.OOO3) were the two

variables entered. ltttren va]-idated and clinical-lyrrdefini-te" episodes

of respiratory illness were used as the dependent variables, pa.ternal

psychologic distress renained irr the models explaininE ll/" (totaJ-

explained variance = 22%) and 2% (tota1 explained variance = tO%) of

the vari¿nces respectively. ffiren the pre-study parentaJ- stress

variables were substituted, similar significant but generally less

strong relationships were observed between parental stress and

childhood respiratory morbidity. Irr addition significant i¡teractions

uere observed between stress measures and both pa.ssive smoking and
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socioeconomic status. The strength of the relationship between

paternal psychologic distress and childhood episodes increased with the

level of household snoking, while the correlatj-on between maternal

life events and episodes was considerably stronger ix the lowest

socioeconomic groups. The implications of these findings are

discuôsed.
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5. INTRODUClION

The finding that maternal stress was significantJ-y associated with

childhood susceptibiJ-ity to respiratory ilJ-ness was reported in Chapter

4. Given the case-control design, it was not possibl-e to determine the

direction of causality in this relationship. A prospective design is

necessary to satisfactorily resolve this issue. In this Chapter I have

exanined the relationship between parental stress levels and the

ilcidence of upper respiratory tract infection in their children during

a subsequent six-rnnth follow-up period. Stress feveÌs i¡ both parents

were measured to determine whether the psychosocial status of the

rother or the father is more important in relation to child health.

Data were also collected on a range of potentially confounding factors.

5. T MAÎERIÂL AT{D ¡.TEIÍIODS

5.1.1 Study popul-ation

The study population consisted of 177 chiÌdren under the age of 14

years from the 94 fanilies who were ùiscussed ix Chapter 3. The

families hrere recruited fron the patient lists of family physicians in

three Adelaide suburban areas to participate ix a field trial of

alpha-2 interferon nasal spray prophylaxjs of upper respiratory illness

(150). Etigible families were to comprise of at feast { members

sharing a common residence, two of whom were to be aged between 18 and

75 years and two between 2 and 17 years. From the three nedical

practices 374 families were identified who met these requirenents. The

families were contacted by mail and invited to pa.rticipate, with 10ó

agreeing to be interviewed and 97 being accepted as
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medically/demographicaJ-ly eligibì-e for the interferon trial. At the
interview the concurrent stress-respiratory illness study was explained

to the participants and consent obtained for the necessary data

collection. Ninety-four families completed the stress-respiratory
infection study. AII volunteer families were renunerated for fuII
compliance with the protocol. The relationships between stress and

respiratory infection i¡ adults were discussed in chapter J.

5.r.2 data collection

The accuracy of recording of the childrensr respiratory norbidity was

the responsibirity of the mother in arl faniries. Respiratory data

were collected for 6 months from mid-April to mid-october Lgg4, a

period which incrudes l¿te auturur, 'winter and earry-spring in
Australia. The participants were asked to record daily the presence of
the fol-lowing symptoms: runny nose, sneezing, stopped-up nose, sore

throat, hoarse cough, fever, chirr-s, headache and muscle ache. An

episode was deemed to have commenced if at least 2 symptorns were

present for 24 hours or if at reast 1 symptom was present for {g hours.

By definition, episodes were separated by at least /2 hours cl_ear of

any respiratory symptomatol0gy. parents contacted the study office by

telephone at the onset of a respiratory episode in the children. A

research nurse then made an appointment to visit the family within 4g

hours to validate the episode onset and take nasopharyngear swabs for
virologic cul-ture. A number of episodes were not swabbed either due to
the absence of the child (school camps etc) or due to the fanily
contact person forgetting to phone the study office. Eighty-one per

cent of aII episodes were swabbed. Diary cards were checked weekly and

replaced monthly by a research nurse. using a method previousry
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described (151 ) aII respiratory episodes were subclassified into

rdefinitet, runcertainr and rdoubtfulr groups on the basis of duration

and symptom complex. The subclassification r{¡as undertaken by the

author whil-e blind to the parental stress scores and covariate data.

Respiratory episodes and symptom days were analysed as continuous

variables.

5.1.3 ColLection of ¡nrental stress data

Three measures of stress were used (see Appendix 2). The Life Events

Inventory (154) was administered before the study began (April) and

again towards the end of the study (September) to both parents in each

famity. They were asked to record life events which occurred i¡ the

two years before the study (April ) and in the six-month study period

(September). The parental- Iife events scores were treated as

continuous variables. To measure minor, recurrent, daily life events

the rrf requencyrr score generated by the Daily l{as sles Scal-e was used

(53). These were also treated as a continuous variables. This

instrument was adninistered pre-study (April), mid-study (July) and

Iate-study (September). In April the ¡nrents were asked to record

those hassl-es which they found to be a usual or ongoing problem

(r'trait'r) whilst in JuIy and September they recorded hassles that had

been a problem in the previous two months only (t'stateil score). The

mean value of the two intra-study scores was calcuiated for each ¡nrent

to obtain a summary of their intra-study experience with ninor life

event stress. the 30 item version of the General Health Questionnaire

(155) was used to measure psychologic distress. This instrument was

admi¡istered at the same time as the Daily Hassles scale. In April

parents recorded psychoJ-ogical distress from the previous one month
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while during the study (.lufy and September) the previous two months

were the reference period. Again, a mean score was calculated from the

two intra-study adrninistrations of the General Health Questionnaire.

These scores r{¡ere treated as continuous variables in all analyses.

5.1.4 Covariates

During the pre-study interview, data were collected on a range of

potential-Iy confounding variables. Age (under 1{ years), socioeconomic

status (based on occupation of principal breadwinner, using CongaJ-tonrs,

scoring method (tSZ)) and passive smoking (based on number of

cigarettes smoked within the househol-d by fanily members per day) were

treated as continuous variables. The number of siblings aged under ó

years (0; l; 2 or more), sex (nale; femaLe), adult use of interferon

(interferon; placebo) and nature of household cooking (gas; electric)

r¿ere all treated as categorical or binary variabl-es.

5.1.5 Analyses

Respiratory episodes and symptom days (including subgroups) were used

as outcome variables in Pearsonrs correlations, unpaired T-tests and

one-way analysis of variance. The sinuftaneous effects of stress and

the other independent variables were explored using a series of

multiple linear regression models. A stepwise entry model was used to

exanine the relative importance of the parental stress variables in

predicting childhood respiratory illness while controlling for a range

of potentially confounding variables. In order to examine interactions

between parental stress and other independent variables, but also to

ensure that the main effects were already included ix the models,
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forced entry modelling was used. fn these models the main effects were

entered first as blocks of variables followed by the interaction terns

either one by one or as a block, depending on the model. All

h¡ryothesis tests were two-tailed and significance was determined at the

0.05 level. The computing package used was SPSSX (159).

5.2 RESULTS

The 177 children in the study (8ó female, 9l male) ranged in age from

1-1J years (mean = 8.4; median = 9; S.D. = 3.4). 46.9 per cent

belonged to families in which adults used interferon nasal spray for

one or more weeks during the study, although none of the children used

sprays. The children experienced means of J.{ respiratory episodes

(ra¡rge = 0-9; median = 3j S.D. = 2.0) and J2.{ days of respiratory

symptoms (range = 0-145; nedian 2J; S.D. = 26.1) during the six-month

study. Eighty<ne per cent of the 604 recorded episodes were swabbed

for viral culture and validated by the research nurses. Seventy-eight

episodes (r5.Ç per cent of swabbed episodes) grew viruses of which 34

were rhinoviruses, 2J parainfluenza and 1Ç others. Sixty-tt{o per cent

of all episodes were classified as clinicaì-Iy I'definiterr (mean definite

episodes = 2.1), 26 per cent clinically truncertainrr (mean t¡ncertain

episodes = 0.9) and 12 per cent as clinically'rdoubtful-rr(mean doubtful

episodes = 0.4). Frequency distributions of stress scores are

presented in Appendix 3.
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5.2.1 Bivariate Analyses

Pearsonrs correlations between intra-study parental stress variables

and the childhood respiratory outcome variables are shown i¡ table 1.

The stress variables h¡ere more significantly correlated wih respiratory

episodes than symptom days irr nnst cases. Al-so, there h¡ere more

significant correlations between parental stress and rruncertainrr and

trdoubtfulr' episodes than with va-l-idated and rrdefiniterr episodes.

Simil-ar results were obtained when examining the number of symptom days

in each type of episode. Tabl-e 2 presents the correlations betvreen

pre-study parental stress and childhood respiratory morbidity. Ttre

picture presented is essentiaJ-Iy simiLar to that described above. The

age of the children hras inversely related to both total- respiratory

episodes (r = -0.28; p = 0.000) and symptom days (r = 0.33; p = 0.000)

but the number of cigarettes smoked in the household was not related to

either episodes (r = -0.03; p = 0.34) or symptom days (r = -0.01; p =

0.43). Occupational status appeared to be inversely related to

chi].dhood symptom days (r = -0.15; p = 0.02) which was an unexpected

findingrbutnottoepisodes(r=0'04;p=0'31)'Femarechildren

experienced more episodes (mean of 3.7 vs 3.2) and symptom days (nean

of J{.2 vs 30.ó) but neither difference r4¡as significant (p = 0.12 and

0.36 respectively). Family use of interferon and exposure to gas

cooking were not significantly related to the childrenrs experience of

respiratory illness. However children with 1 sibling (mean episodes =

4.0; mean symptorn days = 40.5) or 2 or more siblings (mean episodes =

4.1; mean symptom days = 47.2) under 6 years of age suffered

significantly more respiratory episodes (mean : 3.0; F = 6; p = 0.00Ó)

and symptom days (mean = 26.3; F = 7.77; p = 0.0006) than those without

young siblings. It was noted that the relationship between pre-study



TABLE 1
Pearson's correlations between intra-study parental stress variables and childhood respiratory norbidity

variables, Adelaide, South Australia, 1984

L

o.30 '

Maternal Life Events

o.38+ PaÈernel Life Events

!

o.44' MaÈernal Hassles

o.7g+ Paternal Hassles

0.37+ 0.16* Maternal Psychologic DisÈress

o.26+ 0.49+ 0.31+ Paternal Psychologic DisÈress

0.18* 0.16* o.20* 0.33+ Total Chíldhood Respiratory Episodes

o.03 o.03 o.09 0.16* 0.65+ Total. Childhood Syrnpton Days

o.t2 o.t2 O.07 0.31+ 0.87+ 0.61+ Swabbed child. Resp. Episodes

o.03 O.01 0.13* 0.17* 0.75+ o.74+ o.77+ Definire child. Resp. Episodes

o.15* 0.17* O.07 o.31+ 0.59+ 0.18* 0.45+ o.o5 UncerÈain child. Resp. Episodes

0.23+ 0.23+ 0.21* 0.17* 0.37+ o.01 0.16* -0.07 0.11 Doubtful child. Resp. Episodes

* p < O.05
+ p < 0.001

I

0.46'

0. 17*

0. 15*

I

0.39 '

I

0.36'

0. 17*

!

0.36'

0. 07

0.16* -0.0ó

0.07 0.09

0.10 -0.06

0.07 0.18*

0.13* 0.08



TABLE 2
Pearsonrs correlations between pre-study parenÈal sÈress varíables and childhood respiratory norbldity

variables, Adelaide, South AusÈralia, 1984

Maternal Life EvenÈs

!
0. 51

0.39

0. 18*

0. 46

0.21*

0. 14*

-0.02

0.02

0. 03

0. 17*

0. 14*

0. 55
+

!

0.28'

0.15*

0.03

0.03

-0.01

0. 15*

o.25'

I

500

Paternal Life Events

I

o.32'

Haternal Hassles

O. 57+ Paternal llass les

0.48+ 0.14* Maternal Psychologl-c Distress
!rO.27' 0.48' 0.21* Paternal Psychologíc Distress

0.15* 0.13* 0.13:" O.24+ Total Chlldhood Respiratory Episodes

-0.09 -0.01 -0.07 0.15* ' Total Childhood Synptom Days

0.08 0.17* 0.00 0.19* Swabbed Childhood Respiratory Episodes

-0.03 0.03 0.03 0.19* Defínite Childhood Respiratory Episodes

O.16* 0.13x 0.08* 0.14*" Uncertain Childhood Respiratory Episodes

o.26+ 0.13+ o.27+ o.o9 Doubtful Childhood Respirarory Episodes

*P
+p

< 0.05
< 0.o01
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pre-study parental stress variables and childhood respiratory episodes

appeared to be stronger in certain subgroups of the study population.

These included househoÌds uù¡ere children were e:çosed to passive

smokilg, Iower socioeconomic groups and where the childrs age t{as

greater than 7 years. These apparent interactions were exanined

further i¡ the mul-tivariate analyses. ' There appeared to be no

consistent interactions between intra-study parental stress measures

and the other variables.

5.2.2 lfuItivariate Analyses

Intra-study maternal and paternal life events, hassles and psychologic

distress (ó variables) were exarnined together with sex, âg€: parental-

occupation, siblings under ó years, . ¡:assive smoking and famiJ-y

interferon use, i¡ stepwise multiple regression analyses. I{ith total-

childhood respiratory episodes as the dependent variable intra-study

paternal psychologic distress e>çlained ll% of the variance (table 3)

with age also entered. Irlith symptom days as the dependent variable a

square-root transformation was used to achieve a more normal

distribution of this variable. Again paternal psychological distress

and age rr¡e re ente red, but this time with the. stre ss variable only

explaining 3 per cent of the variance. The regressions were then

re-run with more objective outcome measures, namely validated and

clinically definite respiratory episodes (table 3). Paternal

psychologic distre ss contributed significantly to the explained

variance of both dependent variables (9 per cent and 2 per cent

respectively). Next, compa.rable analyses were carried out using the

six pre-study parental stress variables in addition to the six

covariates above. The results are presented in Table {. A square-root
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transformation of symptom days was again used. pre-study paternal

psychologic distress was entered when total childhood episodes,

square-root symptom days and definite episodes were the dependent

variables. However less variance in total episodes was explained than

by intra-study paternal distress (4 per cent vs ll per cent) in

comparable analyses. Paternal minor life events (hassles) was entered

wtren validated episodes was the dependent variable, but also e:çlained

Iess variance than intra-study paternal distress (J per cent vs 9 per

cent ).

Having observed appa.rent interactions between the pre-study parental

stress variables and passive smoking, socioeconomic status and child's

age with respect to total childhood respiratory epi.sodes, these

interactions h¡ere exarnined along with.their mai¡ effects in three

regressions. The interactions between the six pre-study stress

variables and age did not add significantly to the variance in episodes

explained by their main effects. However interactions between maternal

life events and socioeconomic status; nnternal life events and passive

smoking; and paternal psychologic distress and passive smoking appeared

to increase significantly the variance e>çlained above that of their

nain effects. To ascertain the importance of these three interactions

in a more complete model, they were examined together with the

variables selected in the stepwise regressions above (see Tabl-e {) in

addition to their relevant main effects; that is with age, pre-stu-dy

paternal psychologic distress, sex, pre-study maternal life events,

occupation and pa.ssive smoking. h¡o forced entry models were used.

First, the main effects and the interaction terms h/ere entered as

blocks primarily to deter¡nine the order of entry of the interaction

terms into the model. Second, the main effects were again entered as a



TABLE 3
Variables selected in stepwise multiple regressñî-ããã"ls using intra-study parental stress variables

with differenÈ measures of respiraÈory morbiidity in childhood as dependent variables, Adelaide, South
Australia, t984.

Total episodes

Square-root
Transfomed
Symptorn Days

Val idated/Swabbed
Episodes

Definíte
Episodes

tep a ar

Paternal Psychologic
Di stres s
Age

Age
Paternal Psychologic
Di s Ères s

-stat st cance o
T

4.34 0

-3.73 P = 0.0003

-4.20 P = 0.0000

2.27

-4.64 P = 0.0000

r
Corre 1at ion
Coefficient

0.11 0.31

0.18 -O.26

0.10 -0.31

0.13 0.17

o. 11 -O.3 2

7

2

1

2

1

2

gress
Coe ff ic ient

0. 13

-0.16

-o.22

0.09

000P=O.

o2P = 0. 5

1

2

Age
Paternal Psychologic
Distres s
Sex

Age
Paternal Psychologic
Dis tres s

-o. 17

0. 11

-0. 49

-o.72

4.10
-2.00

0. 20
o.22

0. 2B

-0.133
P = 0.0001
P = 0.047

4-3.65 0.08 -o.21000P=O.

o.05 2.04 P = 0.044 0. 10 0. 15



TA3LE 4variables selected in stepwise multiple regressioãiãIets using pre-study parental sËress variabres withdifferent measures of respiratory rnorbidityin childhood as aepåãent .r"ri"úl.", Adelaide, south Austraria,
t984.

Dependent Step and Variable

Total epÍsodes Age
Paternal Psychologic
Di s tres s
Sex

Square-root Transformed
S¡nnptom Days 1. Age

2. Sex
3. Paternal psychologic

Distres s

1

2

3

RegressÍon
Coe ff icient

-0. 16

T-statistic

2.80
-2.77

-3.37
-2.41

2.4s
-2.27

-3 .4r
2.36

-3. 53 P = 0.0005

Significance of
T

P = 0.006
P = 0.037

P = 0.0009
P = 0.014

.015

.o25

P = 0.0008
P = 0.02

Part ia I
Corre latÍon
Coe ff icient

0.08 -o.26

0.07
-o.62

o.t2
0. 15

R
2

0.07
0. 10

o. 15
o.18

0.08
0. 10

0. 20

-0. 15

-0. 25

-0.18

o.t7
-o. 16

-o.25
-o .77

-o. 19

-0.87

0.07

-0. 19

0. 02

-o.56

-o.12
-o.53

2.74 p = 0.034

-5.06 p = 0.OOOO

0. 13 0. 16

o.t2 -0.36

Validated/Swabbed
Episodes 1

2

Âoo

Paternal Psychologic
Di stre s s
Sex

Age
Sex
Paternal Psychologic
Di st.res s

3. P=0
P=0

Definite
Episodes

1

2

3

0. 04 2.22 P = 0.028 o.13 0.77
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block (R2 = 0.16; F change = 5.13! p = 0.0001) followed by the three

i¡teraction terms entered one by one. The order of entry h¡as ( 1 )

paternal psychologic distress/passive smoking (n2 change = 0.05; F

change = 10.8ó; p = 0.0001), (Z) maternal l-ife events/passive smoking
t(n- Change = 0.003; F change = 0.57; p = 0.45) and (3) maternal life

events/parental occupation (n2 change = 0.02; F change = 4.24; p =

0.04). Thus the two significant interactions (paternal

distress/pa.ssive smokÍ¡g and naternal life events/occupation)

contributed a fr¡rther 7% to the variance in childhood episodes

explained by the main effects model. The nature of the two

interactions are presented graphicalty (slope plotted from regression

coefficient) i¡ Figures 1 and 2. The Pearsonts correlation between

pa.ternal psychologic distress and childhood episodes varied with the

leve1 of childhood exposure to passive smoking (tr'igure 1), while that

between naterna-l- life events and childhood episodes was considerably

stronger in the lowest socioeconomic groups.

5.3 DTSCUSSTON

In this study, intra-study parental stress was significantly associated

with the incidence of childhood respiratory morbidity. This remained

true when stress measurement preceded the collection of respiratory

data and also when adjusting for a ra.nge of potentiall-y confounding

variables. Significant, but less strong relationships were found

between pre- and intra-sürdy pa.rental stress variables and the more

clearly rrobjectiverr subgroups of childhood respiratory morbidity,

namely, vaJ.idated and clinical-Iy definite respiratory episodes.

Althougþ these findings are consistent with previous research (Z9r3O) a

number of different expìanations could be offered for the observed
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associations. The possibilities include (l) a reporting bias; (2)

loweretl thresholds of symptom recognition in stressed famiries; (3)

psychosomatic symptoms reported as respiratory morbidity; and, (Ð a

causal relationship bctween parental stress and childhood respiratory
irlness. A reporting bias might be expected to occur where mothers

fiLled in the respiratory diaries for the younger chirdren in the

study. Stressed mothers might over-report their chil-drenrs respiratory
norbidity as suggested by Mechanic (rg5¡. However, two findings
suggest that this did not, in fact, significantly infruence the

observed associations. Firstly, paternal stress variables rvere nlore

strongly related to childhood morbidity than maternal stress variables
and secondly it was observed that stress was more strongly related to
childrenrs episodes in the older children (r0-r4 age group) who were

more likely to be responsible for alerting mothers to their own

symptoms than the yor¡nger children. These two points suggest that
reporting bias was not a sufficient explanation for the observed

rel-ationship. A second possible explanation is that individuals ix
stressed families night have a lowered threshold of symptom

recognition. The significant correlations between parental stress

variabres a¡rd doubtfur episodes in addition to the finding that
parental stress was a stronger predictor of total childhood episodes

than clinically definite episodes appear to lend support to this
explanation. I{owever, it may also be tbat there is ¿ìn element of
psychosomatic symptomatoJ-ogy in the reported respiratory morbidity.
Perhaps the doubtful episodes, in pa.rticurar, represent a psychosomatic

response of the respiratory tract to family stress (a well recognised

example of such a phenornenon would be vasomotor rtrinitis ). fn either
case it seems likely that such factors can explain at reast pa.rt of the

rel-ationship between parental stress and childhood episodes. However,
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parental stress variabÌes (pre- and intra-study) and both validated and

clinically definite episodes in which it is less like1y that the

psychosomatic hypothesis is a sufficient explanation. These outcone

variables represent the most objective dependent variables availabl-e in

this study, the former representing all episodes which had been checked

by a study nurse, and the latter a symptom constelfation recognisable

to al-I clinici¿ns as respiratory infections. The association found

between parentaÌ stress and these variables raise the possibili-ty that

part of the variance in respìratory illness might be e:çJ-ained by a

causal- relationship beween these variables. Other research has

suggested that stress related transient immune suppression (f47-t49) is

a mechanism that rLight mediate such a relationship, however these data

have not yet been replicated. From an epiderniologic standpoint, it

would have been preferable to use ,cul-ture positive respiratory

episodes as the principal outcome variable, however, the reLatively low

yield fron virologicaJ- culture did not aJ-low sufficient power to

e>çlore the issue i¡ this way.

The interactions between pre-study parentaì- stress variables and both

passive smokilg and socioeconomic status deserve co¡ilnent. PaternaÌ

psychologic distress was more strongl-y correlated with childhood

episodes i-n families where children r{ere also ex¡losed to sidestream

tobacco smoke (Figure 1). There appeared to be a dose-response

relationship. If this interaction represents a real phenomenon it

migþt be expl-ainable at behaviouraf and biological levels. A

behavioural explanation might be that cigarette smoking acts as a

marker of poor family coping with stressful events. If these families

are not coping as well as non-smoking fanilies it is likely that they

will- be more susceptible to stress-related illness, which in this case
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could be respiratory il-lness in childhood. ft is al-so conceivable that

stress and passive smokilg migþt interact at a biologic Ievel, with,

perhaps, mucosa-l- defenses and inmune fr.urction as a final conmon site of

ilsult. However, these h¡lotheses are complete conjecture at this

point and further confirmation of the relationship is desi¡able.

Similarly, the i¡teraction between maternal life events and

socioeconomic status needs further confirmation, although it might be

considered to be consistent with previous observations of i¡creased

susceptibility of lower social classes to respiratory illnesses

(t7-tg). In this study however, it was an isolated finding limited to

the lower end of the social spectrum.

In sunmary, this study raises the possibility of a causal

relationship between pa.rental stress and childhood susceptibility to

respiratory iIlness. fnteracti-ons between parental stress measures and

other variables were observed and they merit further study.
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SUl.lllÄRY

The effects of anxiety, depression and psychological- stress on the

secretion rate of salivery fgA were examined il a crossectionaf study

of 11{ registered nurses. A single timed sample (5 minutes) of whole

utstinul-ated sal-iva lìras coll-ected from each nurse, and psychosociaf

data were collected by questionnaire. Nurses reporting more frequent

episodes of anxiety had significantly lower mean secretion rates of

saÌivary IgA than nurses reporting only occasional episodes of anxiety

(0.04 Íre/mirr vs O.O7 ne/nirn; p = 0.001). -The volume of sa.Iiva secreted

was lower in the more frequently anxious group (2.0m1 vs 2.5;nI)' but

the difference was not significant (p = 0'0ó)' The concentration of

secretory IgA in safiva decreased as saliva volume increased. ft was

not pos sibì-e to demonstrate wtrether anxiety inf luenced salivary IgA

secretion independently of its effects on salivary fIow. No

reÌationship was found between salivary IgA secretion rate and

depression or psychological stress. A1so, there was no convinci-ng

relationship between salivary IgA secretion rate and a range of

retrospective estimates of recent respiratory morbidity.
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6. INTRoIIUCTTON

In previous research (cf. ref. 18ó and Chapter 2) it vÍas found that

psychologicaL stre ss r{¡as significantl-y correlated with susceptibility

to upper respiratory tract infection (bottr episodes and symptom days)

ix adults, even rvhen stress clearly antedated the onset of il-l-ness.

This correlation persisted even when controÌling for a range of

potentially confoundilg factors including age, sex, smoking, social-

class, family size and previous history. These findings are consistent

with other epideniological (7O, 9L) and experimental (90, 187) studies,

but the mechanism linking stress and respiratory illness renains

uncfear. Given the clear suggestion that stress c¿u1 influence inmune

competence in both animals a¡d man (132, 133, 188-190) it is not

unreasonable to hypthesize that similar'nechanisms might explain the

association between stress and respiratory illness.

If stress predisposes to respiratory infection througþ its effect on

the function of the imnune system, it seems likely that changes in

immune pa.rameters would be apparent in the mouth and nasopharynx.

Secretory IgA in the nasa"l and oraJ- cavities is known to play an

important role fu the mucosal immune defence against infection by

respiratory viruses (142-L46). Secretory IgA in saliva has been used

as a marker of this role, and its depression during periods of stress

has been implicated as a potential mechanism by which stress migþt

increase an individualrs susceptibility to acute respiratory infection

G47 ,148).
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In 1983, Jemmot et al- (149) reported that the secretion rate of

salivary IgA in ó4 dentaL students was significantly depressed during

the period of ¿ur exanination compa.red to pre- and post- examination

Ievels and suggested that this refLected the infLuence of psychological

stress on the immune system with salivary IgA serving as a marker of

immune function. However, this study did not report on the

relationship between concentration of secretory IgA i-n sa.l-iva and

salivary flow-rate. Thus an afternative explanation for their findings

is that the dranges demonstrated reflect the effect of anxiety acting

througþ the autonomic nervous system on salivary flow rather thanì a

primary effect of stress on the functioning of the inmune system (191).

The study of 11{ nurses described below had three aims: the first was

to determine if subjective measuress gf psychological status were

associated with changes in the rate of salivary secretion in a

crossectional study; the second was to deterrnine if changes in salivary

IgA secretion rates merely reflected changes in salivary flow or if

they varied independently; the third aim was to exanine the

relationship between salivary IgA secretion rates in these nurses and

their self reports of upper respiratory tract morbidity from a

preceeding 12 month period.

6.I METIIODS

The 11{ volunteers were female registered nurses employed at the Royal

Adelaide Hospita.J- who had all participated irr a study of acute

respiratory illness 3 months previously which had been undertaken by my

colleague NukooI Taboonpong. Durilg this earlier study retrospective

data were collected on a number of variables. Participants had been
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asked to record the number of episodes and symptom days of acute

respiratory iLlness they had e:çerienced in the previous 12 months.

They aÌso nade estimates of the number of episodes of upper respiratory

tract symptoms (nasal- discharge, sinus pain, sore throat, cough and ear

ache) they had experienced in the same period (categorical- response:

0; L-2;3-5; ó-10; 10 or more). Data had also been colfected on their

âg€: smoking and alcohol consumption.

ó.1.1 Secretory IeA Âssay

A single, timed J minute sample of unstimulated sal-iva was collected

from each nurse into a graduated, clear plastic vial-. Volume

measurements were read directly from the vials. TLre samples were

collected at approxinntely 2pm each day (over a 2 week period) to

minimise variation that might have been introduced by circadian rhythm.

The sal-iva h¡as stored frozen withil t hour of collection. It was then

centrifuged and assayed by observers blind to subject identity for IgA

concentration and psychological- scores.

The IgA content of the salival was deternined by the single radial

immunodi-f fusion technique of I'bncini (192). Sixteen-we11 agar plates

containing commercial anti-human IgA rabbit anti-serum (Behringwerke)

were made. A 3u1 (nicrolitre) aliquot of saliva was ùispersed into

the wel-I by micropipette. Secretory IgA purified from human colostrum

(193) ranging i¡r concentration from 0.5/100ml to gO/tOomt was used to

obtain a reference curve of secretory IgA concentrations. The

Estimations hlere done by Dr C Bartholomeusz in the Department of
Medicine, University of Adelaide.

1
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ariquots of sa.l-iva and secretory rgA h¡ere incubated at 4oc for 72

hours. The plates were extensively washed with normal sal-ine, dried

a¡rd stained with Cocrnasie bl-ue. Precipitation ring diameters \dere

neasured with an ocul-ar micrometer. A reference curve was obtained by

plotting the square of the ring diameter against the concentration of

secretory IgA. The concentration of secretory IgA in the sal-iva was

deternined from this standard curve.

6.1.2 Psychological data

Data rel-ating to the frequency of episodes of anxiety and depression

had been collected i¡ the respiratory study. There were two response

categories for each variable. The nurses r{¡ere asked to record whether

they were I'occasional-ly or sefdomrr anxious or depressed or if they

rrfrequently" felt this way. At the time of safiva coll-ection stress

qræstionnaj¡es sinil-ar to those used in my earlier studies were aÌso

adrni¡ristered. Three measures of stress were used. These were the Life

Events Inventory (78) which measures stress caused by major Ìife

events; the Daily Hassles Scale (53) which measures'the stress of

minor, irritating day to day events and the General- Health

Questionnaire (155) a measure of psychological distress or neuroticism.

The frequency distributions of scores from these three instruments are

presented in Appendix 3.
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6.1.3 Ânalyses

secretion rate of sarivary rgA (mg/*ir) was the outcome variable of

mai¡ interest in T-tests, one way anaÌysis of variance and Pearsonrs

product-nnment correlations. Î-tests were two-tailed and the 0.05

significance level was used for all tests.

6.2 RF^STILTS

The mean salivary rgA secretion rate in this popuJ-ation h¡as 0.0/ mg/mì_

(range 0.00 - 0.23 rng/rù). Fifty-seven of the nurses rr¡ere aged under

2J years, 43 between 25 and 35, and 1J over Jó years. Onfy t2% did not

dri¡k alcohol, but 70% didnt t smoke. Age, smoking and a.fcohol_

consumption lrere not rel-ated to IgA secretion rate. Correlations

between stress variabl-es, reported respiratory episodes and symptom

days, and sal-ivary rgA secretion rate are presented in Table 1. None

of the stress questionnaire or respiratory variabl-es were significantly

correl-ated with IgA secretion, although there was a weak correlation

between reported life events and IgA secretion rate in the expected

direction (r=-0. 10; p=Q. 3).

Nurses reporting frequent episodes of anxiety, however, had

significantly lower s ecretion rat es of salivary rgA tha¡r tho se

reporting occasionar episodes (figure 1). The former group arso

secreted a l-ower mean vol-ume of safiva (2.0 mls) than the latter group

(2.5 mls) but the difference was not significant (p = 0.0ó). The

concentration of secretory IgA in sa-l-iva was dependent on the volume of

saliva secreted. Those secreting saliva volumes of 2m1s or more had a

significantly lower mean concentration of secretory IgA tha¡r those



TABI.E 1
Pearsons correlation coefficientFetveen stress variables, respirator¡r

variables and IgA secretion rate.

Life Daily
Events Hassles

Psycho logic a1 Respirat ory
Distress Episodes

Respiratory
Symptom Days

Psycho logic aJ-

Dis tress

Respirat ory
Epi sodes

IgA Secretion
Rate (mg,/min) -0.10

o. 1ó

0. Jo;e 0.38;r

0.03 0.17 0.14

o.I2 0.1ó 0.00

o.07 -o.or

0.24->t

-0. 01 -0.04

Jr significant at the 0.05 level; two-tailed test
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secreting Iess than 2mls (12.0mg/100m1 vs 23.zng/tOOrr.It p 0.0005).

Thus, il order to deternine if secretory fgA concentrations were also

infh¡enced by anxiety it was necess¿¡.ry to adjust for sa.l-iva volume by

dividing the population in to high and low saliva vol-ume groups. No

consistent pattern il IgA concentration emerged, possibly due to the

small numbers of trfrequentlyrr anxious nurses in each group (n=lJ and /

respectively). However, i¡ the higþ volune group, there rdas a trend

towards rrfrequentlyrr anxious nurs es having a lower mean IgA

concentration (8.9mg/100Íù) than rroccasionafÌy" anxious nurses

(12. 3ne/ tOom1 ; p=0. 050) .

There were no significant differences in either fgA secretion rates

(figure 2) or concentrations betr+een the two depression groups.

The relationship between frequency of upper respiratory symptoms and

secretion rates of salivary fgA were also explored. Frequencies of

nasal discharge, sinus pain, cough and ear ache were not related to

secretion of IgA. Nurses who reported no episodes of sore throat i¡

the prevì-ous 12 months (n=10) had a significantly higher mean secretion

rate of IgA (9O.tt mg/min; p=0.02) than nurses reporting l-J episodes

of sore throat (n=73; 0.0ó mg/nin) but not those reporting more than ó

episodes (n=30; 0.07 mg/min) vùren the Student-Newman-Keuls post-hoc

test was used to determine if the differences between both pairs were

sign ifica nt .
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ó.3 DTSCUSSTON

Nurses who reported that they h¡ere rrfrequentlyrr anxious had

significantly lower secretion rates of salivary IgA than those who were

rroccasionallyrr anxious. Self-reports of depression, major life events,

daity hassles and psychological distress were not related to IgA

secretion rate. These findings are consistent with those of Jemmott et

a1 (149) who found that ¿uî anxiety provoking event (university

examinations) was associated with a transient fall ix salivary IgA

secretion rate. Jemnott et aI did not report rùrether the saliva volume

secreted also feII during the stress period. ft has been suggested

that an anxiety pr"ovoked reduction in salivary flow (under autonomic

control ) rather than any change in immune function per se migþt explain

their findings (191). In the present study, the frequently anxious

group did secrete less saliva, but the difference (2.0m1 vs 2.5m1) was

not statistically significant. In order to deal with the issue more

d.irectly the concentration of secretory IgA in saliva hlas examined.

However, this attempt foundered througþ lack of numbers though there

h¡as a suggestion when examining the group of high volume secretors that

the freqr.rently anxious nurses had a lower mean IgA concentration ix

their saliva than did occasionally anxious nurses, supporting the

conclusion that alxiety decreases salivary IgA secretion independently

of its effects on salivary flow. Atthough other studies suggest that

secretary IgA concentration jl safiva can be influenced by stress (747'

f48) they fail-ed to accurately measure saliva volume. Thus it is still

not completely clear wtrether the autonomic or inunune system is

prirnarily responsible for the stress induced fluctuations in salivary

secretory IgA that have been observed.
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The association between frequency of sore throat and salivary IgA

secretion rate was not unexpected. However, the small numbers in the

nil episodes group (n=10), together with the non-significance of the

difference in fgA secretion rate between this group and the high

frequency group (ó episodes or more), raise the possibility that the

observed association nay represent a Type I error (i.e., that the

observed association v¡as due to chance). The lack of an association

between the other retrospective estimates of upper respiratory tract

morbidity and IgA secretion rate probabJ-y reflects the inadequacy of

using a retrospective study design to study this relationsh-ip'

previous studies that have shown a positive relationship between

secretory IgA leveJ-s and susceptibility to upper respiratory infection

have been prospective in design (142-146). Futhermore, it is apparent

from these studies that IgA l-evels in response to i¡rfection, rather

than restilg or basal state IgA levels, might be more important i-n

predicting susceptibitity to respiratory infection.

In summary, it rl¡as found that anxiety was associated with lower

salivary IgA secretion rates. F\.rrther re search is required to

determine wtrether anxiety associ¿ted reductions il IgA secretion rates

are influenced primarily by rates of saliva fl-ow under autonomic

controf or by direct influence on the immune system as manifested by

changes in secretory IgA concentrations in saliva. Al-so it would be

important to determine if anxiety influences the responsiveness of

secretory IgA to viral challenge as wel-l as changing the basal-

secretion rate of salivary IgA. Such data would be necessary to

provide more definitive evidence that changes in immune status can

erçIain the relationship between stre ss and acute respiratory

infecti on.
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7 TNTROIIUCTION

Th-is thesis has explored three main areas: 1) the relationship between

psychologica.I stress and acute respiratory infection in adults, 2) ttre

rel-ationslrip between parental stress and acute respiratory infection in

chil-dhood, md 3) the relationstr-ips of stress and emotional factors to

immune expression. fn this final drapter I have hightigþted the mai¡

conclusions that can be drawn from the reported findings in each of

these areas. fn addition, f have discussed a number of questions

raised by this research and the methodologies by which they migþtìbe

answered.

7.I STNESS .AND A.R.I. IN AIITILTS

From the results reported in Chapter 3: a number of conclusions can be

drawn. The first is that individuals with high stress levels

experience significantly more episodes and symptom days of respiratory

illness than individuals with low stress level-s. The second is that

this renains true when stress precedes the onset of respiratory

il-Iness. Third, that uhen controlling for other risk factors, stress

remains significantly and independently associated with respiratory

episodes and symptom days. Finally, even when one examines more

objective measures of respiratory illness (rrdefinite't and rrswabbedrl

episodes) stress remains a significant risk factor, suggesting that

reporting bias and psychosomatic symptomatology are not sufficient

explanations for the observed associations.
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There are i:nmediate clinical implications for these findings espe

in general or family practice. Ttrese findings reinforce the concept

that episodic care delivered from a curative stance is a sub-optimal

way to deliver primary heal-th care. Itle must nor{r consider that an

individual who presents with recurrent or severe respiratory infections

migþt be exposed to significant levels of psychosocial- stress. This

raises the question wlrether a consultation for recurrent or severe

respiratory infection shouldntt also include a psychosocial history as

weIL as determining other more well recognised risk factors such as

smoking.

The question of causality irr the stress/respiratory illness

relationship il adults remains incompletely resol-ved. The reliance on

seJ-f-reports of stress and respiratory morbidity introduces an element

of uncertainty il interpneting the results. The onl-y methodologies

which would satisfactorily resoÌve this question would be a controlled

prospective study usilg an objective stressor and relying on positive

virology as an outcome meaure. 0bviously this would be a logistically

difficult and potentially expensive exercise, particularly given the

population size required to obtain sufficient numbers of positive swabs

to give the study enough power to adequately test this hypothesis. A

partial ansh¡er migþt be to use experimentally induced upper respiratory

infections in a control,led study. While such a study could not answer

questions about stress and the ilcidence of upper respiratory

inf ection, it woul-d be able to a scertail whether stre ss inf l-uences

objectively determined severity of viraf upper respiratory infections.
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If one accept s that stress is causall-y rel-ated to ilcreased

susceptibility to respiratory infection, the question of mechanism

beccrnes important. Most interest has focussed on neuroendocrine and

immune system changes related to stress (see Chapters 2 and ó) but it

is not known which of these pathways is important nor whether the

changes observed have any clinical- relevance. The scope for further

research is considerable. Another possibility, which must remail pure

speculation at this stage, is that perhaps stress-rel-ated changes in

behaviour pfay a role (eg personal hygiene measures such as hand

washing migþt be ernployed less il periods of stress). However, given

that the analyses reported i¡ this thesis controlled for one behaviour

related factor (smokilg) the immunity-related hypothesis appears to be

pJ-ausible.

7-2 PAnEN1AL STnBSS .AND A.R.r. rN CErrJ'REN

Chapters 4 and J report the firdings of two studies examining the

relationship between pa.rental stress levels and respiratory infection

i¡r children. The conclusions that can be drawn, particuÌarly from the

prospective sürdy, are essentially similar to those above. That is,

parental stress is significantly correlated with the numbers of

episodes and symptoms days of respiratory illness experienced by their

children, even wtren this stress precedes illness onset, when

controlli¡rg for the effects of other risk factors, and wlren the more

objective measure s of re spiratory morbidity are used as outcome

variables. The other main conclusion that c¿u"r be drawn from these

studies is that family functioning and maternal social support were not

associated with susceptibility to respiratory illness. It nray be that
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these concepts are too diffuse to measure adequatery in this setting,
or equalry, that they are not as important as stress and the response

to stress in relation to susceptibirity to respiratory ilrness.

Because of the impossibirity of neasuring stress directly in young

children, pa'rental reports of stress can be thought of as a rbarometerrl

of family stress level-s. There is r_ittre doubt that parentar and

fanily psychosocial factors can profoundly influence the psychological
status and behaviour of children (Chapter Ð. The possibil_ity that
this might also be true with respect to chil-drenrs susceptibitity to
respiratory i'fection has not been widely discussed. However,

measuring parentar rather than childrenrs stress levers directry adds

another inferentiar- rink in the hypothesisecì causar chain. Tlrat is,
one must infer that either stressed pa.rents have stressed children who

then get sick because of (for example) transient arterations in immune

cornpetence, or alternatively that in families with stressed parents
behavioural or sociar factors interact to increase susceptibility.

rt may be that in stressed fanilies normar hygiene measures break down,

or the children rnigþt be exposed more often to other sick chirdren.
Factors such as crowded housing, use of chirdcare, and the presence of
young siblings would be obvious candicìates for potential confounding
but the data (see chapter { in particurar) suggests rhat the effect of
parentaJ- stress is independent of these factors. However, the observed
interactions between pa.rentar stress and both passive smoking and

socioeconomic status may provide some clues. Future research shoulcl

first focus on confirrning whether these interactions are irnportant or
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merely artefacts of this study. It would then be

attempt to determine if such interactions operated at

behavioural level (or both).

challenging to

a biological or

The major methodoLogical problems ix tlris research are similar to

tho se i¡ adults, that is, the is sues of reporting bias and

subjectivity. However, it is nore difficult to conceive of

satisfactory nethodologies to overcome these difficulties. For

example, the option of using studies based on experimentally induced

respiratory infections and objective stressors are ethically

invalidated in children in most cases. Use of viraL swab cultures and

serum antibody titres is one obvious ansr/er but the logistics, expense

and power considerations involved make this a less accessible option

nnl-ess undertaken as pa.rt of a very large .study.

7.3 STRESS, EMOTION AND IMMUNITT

Chapter 6 represents an attempt to ascertain if the relationship

between stre ss and respiratory infection can be explained by

fluctuations in immune status. The major concfusion that can be drawn

from this study is that anxiety appears to influence the secretion rate

of salivary IgA. I{hether anxiety inf}uences the secretion rate of

salivary IgA independent of its effects on salivary flow remains

problematic and requires furthcr research.

lJowever the broader issue that remains is the cl-inical- relevance of

these findings. As stated in Chapter ó, the response of secretory IgA

to infecti.on, rather than fluctuatjons in basal levels appears to be

more important in predicting susceptjbility to upper respiratory
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illness. The study reported in Chapter ó does not, of course, address

this issue. hlhat it does do is generate a hypothesis about the role of

Iocal- imnunity ix the reÌationship between stress and respiratory

illness. Obviously, further research is needed to ansh'er this question

too. ff such a hypothesis h¡ere to be developed nore completely one

would also want to know whether stress or anxiety can i¡rfluence other

arms of the local- immune response, such as interferon levels ix

response to a viral challenge.

The lack of a refationship between Life Events, Hassles, Psychological

Strail and secretion rate of salivary IgA h¡as disappointing but not

inexpJ-icable. Power cal-cufations suggested a population size of

22O-25O people would have been necessary to have a 9O7' chance of

detecting a significant relationship botween these measures and fgA

secretion rate. Unfortt¡nately, it was not possible to recruit any more

than 11{ individuals into this study.

7.4 IN SII}IHÄRI

This thesis has significantly strengthened the epidemiological

relationship between stress and acute respiratory infection irr both

adults and children. The findings support the hypothesis that stress

is causally related to susceptibility to acute respiratory infection

but fall short of being definitive.

A potential mediating immune mechanism was also examined. The findings

support the notion that locaJ- inrnunity coul-d may play a role irr

explaining the observed relationship between stress and acute

respirat ory infecti on.
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K.A.P. StttDY

PI'RFOSE

ln chfs parc of our resc¡rch sG ¡rc accempcfnt to ftnd out norc.bouc you,
chc ¡rpcher. Ochcr rc¡carch h¡s 6hovn that che mochcr fs a kcy ftgurc vlth
rcgard Èo understandfng norc rbour chlldhood hcalth. To eucccssfully
complcce our rcscrrch vc vould lfkc to ¡sk abouc your gcncrel hc¡lch ¡nd
¡[¡o vhac sort of lffc prcssurcr you may be undcr.

OONPIDEITÎIALIlY

All rcsponscs .rc conrplcGcly conffdcntfel. ln partlcular your n¡mc sfll not
IPPGár on thc qucstfonn.lrc.

DrR.Eclroils

thcre ¡rc ffve scccfon¡. Plcrse rc¡d chc dlrecclons for c¡ch scctfon
c¡refully, es cach dfffcr sll8hcly.

Thank you again for your coopcratlon fn helping us ffnd out morc ¡bout
respfratory lnfcccfon fn chf ldhood.
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SECrI()rl A: IIAJOR LIFE EvEìlÎS

The follovfng ltens ¡rc ¡ number of potentlllly strcssful naJor lffc cvents that
rw¡y occur ln a pcrson'¡ lffe. Ple¡se clrcl€ only the ltcnrs thec you have
€xpe rfcnced f n t he pa st 12 llOllTHS.

HEALTH

l. You had a serfous lllness, inJury or operation needlng hosplÈalization or a
nþnth or norc off vork.

2. A closc rclatlvc had ¡ scrlous flln€ss (from whfch rhey dfd not die).
3. You ere preSnant (slth a sanred pregnancy)
!. You are pregnsnt (slth an unrranted pregnancy)
5. You had a stlllbfrch
ó. You had an ¡borcfon or mfscarrlage
7. You had a baby
8. You adopced ¡ chfld.

BEREAVEHENT
9. Your pârtn€r/husband dfed

lO. A child of yours dles
ll. A close family npmbcr dfed (e.g. parent, brorher, erc.)
12. A close frlcnd or rcl¡tfve dfcd (c.g. Aunt. Uncle, Grandmother, Cousin,

etc. )

FA}IILY AND SOCIAL
13. You ¡urrfed or bcgan lfvfng vfth your partner.
t4. Ttrcrc h¡s bcen fncre¡sfng scrlous ergum€ncs nfth your partner/husband.
15. You havc becn separated from your pertner/husband for more than a rîonÈh

beceuse of releClonshfp dffftcultles.
ló. You havc been separared fron your partner/husband for more than a monrh

(for reasons other rhsn relarfonshfp dffffcultfes ).
17. You heve goc back tog€rher agafn afrer a separacion due to relarionship

dffffcultfes.
18. You have been dÍvorced or perman€nrly spltc up ulth your partner/husband.

FRIENDS AND RELATIVES
19. A nes person ceme to live in your household (aparc fron a nev baby).
20. You havc becn separeted from sorn€one fmporcant to you (other than close

f amily næmbers ).
21. There has been serious lncrease fn argurænts or problems sÍc.h someorre vho

Iives at honre (excluding partner or husband).
22. Therc has been serÍous problems efth a close frlend, nefghbour or relative

noc living ec home.

E DT'CAT ION
23. You sterced â course (í.c. Unlvcrslty, lech. College, Business College,

apprcncfceship or ocher occupatlonal trafning course).
24. You change to a dffferenc course.
25. You completed your trafnlng program.
26. You dropped out of your traln(ng program.
21. You studied lor, or did, important exams.
28- You falled an important exam.

WORK

29. You have been uncmployed and seekfng vork
3O. Your own bus ine ss f¿ t led
31. You uere sacked
32. You retfred
33. You sere downgradcd or demoted åt uork.
Ja, You vere pronnted

for a monih or mor€
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35. You bcgrn co h¡vc troublc or dfregrccncncs sfch your boss. cupcrvfsor or
fcl los sorkc r¡.

3ó. You h¡d r blg chenge fn chc hours you vorkcd.
37. You h¡d r bfg chrngc fn thc pcoplc, dutfc¡ or rerponcfbllfÈfc6 fn your

sork.
3S. You ¡t¡rccd tn e conpletely dlffcrent type of Job.

HOVTNC HOUSE

39. You moved to Adclâfdc fron ovcrsees
40. You npved to Adelelde from clscshere fn Austr¡lfa.
4f. You noved housc fn Adcl¡tde.

FINANCIAL AND LEGAL
42. You hed nodcr¡tc ffnancf¡l dffffcultl¿s.
43. You had a mrJor ftn¡ncl¡l crf¡ls.
1.4. You vcre lnvolvcd fn ¡ tr¡fffc ¡ccfdent thåc csrrfed ¡crfous rfsk to the

he¡lth or lffc of yoursclf or others.
45. You hed problcms slch thc poltcc or che authorftfcs (lcadfng to e court

appea rance ).
1.6. You had a Jafl sentenc€ or ycr€ fn prlson.
47. You ¡rere fnvolved fn ¡ cfvfl las sutc (c.8. dfvorcc, debc, custody, etc.)
48. Sorneth(ng you valucd or cared for greetly sas scolen or lost.
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HIM)R LIPE f,VENlS (D^ILY H^SSLES)

PLEASE NEAD ilIS QIIIFIIIIT:

Dfrect(ons: Ha¡¡les erc vorrfcs thet cen range from minor ennoyrnc€s to
?ffiIor prcssurcõr problens or df f flcultfcs. Thcy can occur fcs or nåny
tfnes.
Ll¡ted on the follovfng pegcs are a number of vays ln shlch r person c¿n feel
hessled. Clrcle thc hessles vtrlch have been problcms for you fn thc PAST ONE

tlONTH. If a hesslc hes not bcen ¡ problem for you fn the Pest month do NOT

cfrcle lt.
H.ASSL¿S

NO.

I
2

3
4
5

r5.

28

3ó

25.
26.
27.

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

53

5ll

55.
5ó.
57.
58.
59.
óo.
ó1.
62.
61 .
64.
65.

66.
67.
ó8.
ó9.
70.
11.
72.
73.
74.

Hfsplaclng or losfng thlnSs
lroubIesonr nefghbors
Soc fal oblfgatlons
Inconsfdcracc snokcrs
Troublfng thoughts ¡bout Your

fucu re
Thoughts ¡bout de¡th
Health of a fe¡nily member
Noc enough rnoncy for cloch[ng
Not cnough lrcncy for housfng
Concerns about ovfng money
Concerns ebouÈ gcttlng credft
Concerns ¡bouc noncy for
emert€nc fe6

Somconc oe€s you non€Y
Ffnancfal responsfbflftY for

sonrconc vho
doesn't lÍve vlth You.
CuccÍng dovn on clectrfclcy'
waÈ€rr ctc.

Smokfng too much
Use of alcohol
Personal use of drugs
Too many responslbf llcfes
Decisions about hevfng chfldren
Non-f a¡nl ly mernbers lfvlng ln your

house
Ca re for pec
Plannfng meals
Concerncd abouc the meanfng of
llfe

Trouble relaxfng
Trouble nakfng decfsfons
Problcms Settlnt along vfth fellow
sorke rs

Custonrers or clienls give You a

hard tfrrc
Home maincenancc (lnside)
Concerns about Job securftY
Concerns abouc ret lrement
Laid-off or out of vork
Don't lfke current work dutfes
Don't lfke fellov vorkers
Not enough money for basfc
necessl!les
Too nuny fnterrupc lons

Unexpecced compeny
Too ¡nuch tfn* on hands
Havlng to vefC
Concerns about ¡ccfdents
Belng lonely
Noc cnough money for health care
Fear of confrontatfon
Ffnancfal securlty
Sfl ly prectfcal nfstakes
Inabfllty to cxpress yourself
Physfcal ll lness
Sfde effects of nredfcatfon
Concerns about ncdlcal treatment
Physfcal appe¿ranc€
Fear of reJectfon
Dlf ficulcfes sfth geccfng

p regna nt
Sexual problems thet result from
physical problems

Sexual problems oÈher then thos€
resulrfng f rom physlcal
p rob lems .

Concerns about healch {n general
Not seeing enough people
Friends or relacÍves coo får âuey
Preparing meals
t.lascing Èlme
Auto maintenance
Ffl ling out forms
Nef ghbourhood det erforat i on
Ffnancing chfldren's educat ion
Problems vlth employees
Problems on Job due to being a

woman or men
DeclÍning physical abilities
Being explolted
Concerns abour bodf ly funct lons
Ri s ing prf ces of comon goods
Not gcttinB enouSh rest
Nor gett ing enough sleep
Problems uith aging par€nts
Problems uith your chi ldren
Problems wfth persons younger than
yourself

Problcms vith your lover
Dtfficulcfes seelng or hearfn¡1

ó.
7.
8.
9.

lo.
tl.
t2.

47.

r3.
14.

ró.
tl.
18.
r9.
20.
2t.

22
23
24

29.
lo.
ll.
32,
31 .

34,
)5.

75.
76.
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77. O,¡rcrl oaded v(th f ernf lY

rcrPonsfbf lfclcs
?8. Too nenY chfnS'ß co do

79. Unchallcn3fng vork
80. Conccrns ¡bouc ¡ncctlng hfgh

st¡nderds
8t. Ffnancfal deallngs stth frlends or

6cqu¡ lnc¡nccs
82. Job dfssecl¡facÈfons
83. t{orrtes ¡bout dectsfons to change

84
Job

Trouble gtch rc¡dfn8r vrltfnS' or
spel I fng abl I fclcs

loo nanY n:erfngs
Problcms r¿fÈh dfvorce or
se Pe reÈ fon
lroublc vfch arfthmecfc skflls
Gos s fp
Legal problcnrs
Concerns ebout uefghc
Not enough tlmc to do the chlnSs
you need to do
TelevlsIon
Not enough Personal cn€rgy
Conccrns ¡bout fnner conflfccs
Fccl conflfctcd ovcr vh¡t to do

Regrccs ovcr part dccfs(ons
l{enstruel (pcrtod) problcns
thc ve¡thcr
Nfgh cnercs
Concerns ¡bout gcttlng ehead
Ha¡slc¡ from boss or supervlsor
Dffffculcle¡ sfth frlends
Not cnough cflrr for fantty
Transportatlon problems
Not cnough nroncy for
transporCat fon
Not enough money for entertainn€nt
and rccreaclon
Shoppfng
PreJudfce and dfscrfnfnatlon from
oChe rs
Property, fnvestmcncs or taxes
Not enough cf¡re for GnterÈalrunenÈ
and recrcetlon
Yardsork or outslde honæ

ma f n Èenance
Conccrns abouÈ ness evencs
Nof sc
Crtnn
lrafffc
Pol lucfon

85.
8ó.

9ó.
97.
98.
99.

loo.
tol.
102.
I 03.
104.
1 05.

loó.

107.
I 08.

r09.
I 10.

rlt.

87.
88.
89.
90.
91.

92
93
91.

95

11 2.
113 .
It4.
115.
lró.
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SBGIION G¡ CEìERAL HEALltl

PLEASE RE^D THIS CAREFIJLLY:

ue ¡hould llkc to knos lf you have had rny nædfcal complrlnts, ¡nd hov your health
hrs bccn, fn gencrrl, durf th€ l¡st onc n¡onch. Plca¡c.n6ear ¡ll thc quesclons
belov by s{rply clrclfng Èhc ¡nsscr sh you fnk ¡¡ost ncerly rppllcs co you.
Remcmber th¡t ve v¡nt to knos ¡bout. prcsent and reccnt. complrfnct. noÈ Ghose that
you had ovcr one month rgo. It ls lmportenc Èo ånsvcr ¡lt thc qucstfons.

Thank you for your cooperaÈfon.

HAVE YOU RECENTLY:

l. Becn ablc Go con- Betccr than Sene as Lcss than lluch less
ccncr¡cc on vtrrc- usual usuel usuel Ch¡n usuel
ever you'rc dofng?

2.

3.

4.

5.

ó.

7.

8.

9.

to.

ll.

t2.

Lost rnuch slccp
over vorry?

Fclt that you.rc
playing ¡ useful
pert fn things?

Felt capable of
nekfng dccfsfons
ebout chlngs?

Felc constantly
undcr straln?
Felt chet you couldn'!
ovcr come your
dlfficulctcs?
Been able to cnjoy
your normal day-to-
day accfvftfes?
Been able to fece
up ro your problems?

Been feeling unhappy
and depressed?

Been losÍng confldence
fn yourself?

Been thfnking of
yourself as a vorth-
less person?

Been feelfng reason-
ably happy, ell
thfngs co¡sfdcrcd?

Not åÈ all

HorG then
usua I

Hore Èh¡n
usu¡l

Noc at ¡lI

Not ¡t all

Horc Èhan
usual

More than
usual

Noc at all

Not at all

Noc ac all

Horc rhan
usu¡ I

No morc
chen usuel

Sane as
usua I

Sene ¡s
usual

No more
then usual

No more
then usual

Same as
usual

Sane as
usual

No more
than usual

No more
than usual

No more
rhan usual

Same as
usual

Recher nrore
th¡n usurl
l,css thrn
usua I

Less thrn
usu¡ I

R¡cher morc
Èhan usu¡[

Racher rnorc
than usu¡l

Huch more
ch¡n usual

Huch less
Èhan usual

ùluch les s

than usual

l{uch nore
then usual

Huch more
Chen usual

Less than
usual

Less chan
usual

Racher more
than usu¡l
Rather morc
Èhan usual

Rather rnore
than usual

Ìluch les s

than usual

Huch less
than usual

Huch
t han

Huch
than

mo re
usual

mo r€
usua I

Huch more
chan usual

Less than
usu¡l

Much less
then usual
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SECIION D: SOCIAL El{vIRONHElll

Please clrcle the ensyer you thfnk f6 nost approprlete.DIREGÎIONS:

In your household -

a) tho fixes the meals?

b) tlho does the grocery shopplng?

c) Hho dtscfpllnes rhe chf ldren?
(te, cells the chfldren vlac fs
urong and rfght)

d) llho fixes things eround the house?

e) tlho does the fnside cleaning?

f) tlho sorks outsfde around the house?

8) I.lho pays che bf lls?

h) tlho cakes care of car problerns?

f) Hho takes your chfldren co the
doctor uhen thcy are sick

J) uho sees to ft that the chfldren
go to bed?

No-one You only

No-one

No-one

No-one

No-one

No-one

No-one

No-one

No-one

You only

You only

You only

You only

You only

You only

You only

You only

You and/or
soneone else
You ¡nd/or
¡omeone else

You and/or
someone else

You and/or
someone else
You and/or
someone else
You ¡nd/or
soneonc else
You and/or
sorreone else
You and/or
soncone clse
You ¡nd/or
someone else

2 a) Hov many relatÍves do you see once
a weck or more?

b) ls ¡hls:

No-one You only You and/or
sorneone e I se

O I Hore than I

2 Hore rhan 2

o Hore than I

No Yes

Not llappy Happy

(r)
(2)
(3)
(4)

often enough '

not ofcen enough
t oo often
unsure, depends on relatfve

J How many people can you counc on ln
tfms of need?

Hov many people in your nefghbourhood
do you chink would be able to help you
fn caking care of your chfldren for a
couple of hours ff needed?

a) Are you able to discuss your feel Íngs
or thoughts easily with your par:îer/
husband?

b) Hov happy are you in thc way your
partner/husband lets you know vhat
he fccls or rhfnks?

o

a
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¡) Arc chcrc Pcr6on6 ovcr t4 (NO1 fncludtng
your p¡rtncr/hu¡b¡nd) clchcr fn your
hou¡chold or ouc¡fdc thc hor¡c ¡rfth vhon
you hevc rcgular t¡lks?

b) Hou happy .rc you vfth your t¡lks glch
thls perton?

r) Do you belong Èo .ny socf¡l, rellglous,
cduc¡tton¡l or polftfc¡l group?

b) If ycs - hov often do you .Ètend
n.ctfn85 of thcsc aroupr?

c) For church ncmbers - lre you ¡ næmber
of eny conmlttce or do you havc any
othcr dutfes fn your church?

7

No Ycs

Not Happy Happy

No Ycs

Once a month
or lcss

No

llore th¿n
oncc a nonth

Ycs

SECTION E¡ lHE tÆfILY

F¡¡rfltcs vary fn structurc. A frnlly c.n r¡n8e fron e slngle perent end
chlld co 3 or nore Scner.tfons lfvfng fn the san* hou¡chold. So fn the
follovfng qu€6clon6 "frrnlly" cân rÉtn ¡lno¡t rny group of peoplc llvfng fn e

houschold. thus, re hopc co covcr ût3t ¡ltu¡tlons. Plc¡se cfrclc thc tnsscr
vhlch you thtnk ts rnost.pproprlrtc.

I

2

I am ¡¡tlsfled vfch the hclp thac I
rccelve fron ny famlly vhen sooeÈhfng
fs troublfng me.

I am satfsffcd slth Èhe ssy ny famlly
dfscusses ftems of coÍmon fnCerest and
shares problcm solving vfch ne.

I ffnd that ny famfly eccepts ry rf"h.,
co tekc on n€rr ectlvftfes or rneke changes
ln rny lffescyle.

I am seclsffed slth Èhe way my famÍly
cxprcss€s effectlon end responds co my

fcclfngs such ¡s anger, sorrov snd love.

I ¡m saclsffed vfth the amounc of cfnìe
my famfly and I spend cogecher.

Al nros c
always

Al rno st
always

Al most
alvays

A I npsc
alvays

Al mo st
a I ways

Some of
che cfræ

Sone of
the r lm€

Some of
the tfn€

Sorm of
t.he t f ne

Sor¡re of
che tlm€

Hardly
evc r

Hardly
eve r

Hardly
GVer

Hardly
ev€ r

Hardly
€ve r

3

4

5



.APPENDTX 2

QUESTIONNAIFiES USED TO MEASURE ADULT AND P.ARENTAL
STRESS LEVEI,S (SM CHAPTERS THREE AND FIVE).
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NAHE:

IIINOR LIFE EI/ENIS SCAI.E (DAILY IIASSI^ES)

PLEASE READ THIS CAREFIJLLY:

Dfreccfons: Hassles åre lrrftåncs chaÈ can rånge from mfnor ennoyences co
falrly nuJor pressures, problems, or dffffcultfes. They can occur few or nany
tlnes.

Lfsced on the followÍng pages are a number of ways fn shfch I person can feel
h¡ssled. Ffrsc, clrcle the hassles ¡rhfch are typfcal problerns for you. Then
look at the nunùers on rhe rfghc of che icems you clrcled. rndfcarã by
cfrclfng a l, 2, or 3 how severe each of the q¡!¡cled hassles has been tor you
fn che pasc. rf a hassle fs not a ryplcel prob-Ïñ-for you do Nor circle 1c.

llrank you for your co-operacfon.

SEVERIlY

HASSLES
1. Somestrac severe
2. Modera tley severe
3. Excremely s€vere

t.
2.

3.

4.

5.

ó.

7.

8.

9.

lo.
11.

12.

13.

14.

Mfsplacing or losfng chfngs

Troublesome nefghbors

Social obligations
Inconsiderace smokers

Troubling thoughts abouÈ your furure
Thoughts abour deach

Health of a family member

Noc enough money for clothfng
Noc enough nnney for housfng

Concerns abouc owing money

Concerns abour geccing credit
Concerns about money for emergencics

Soneone oues you fiþney

Financial responsibil lty for someone who

doe sn' t l f ve wi th you.

Cuccing down on electricfry, water, ecc.

Snnk Íng t oo much

Use of alcoho I

Personal use of drugs

Too many re sponsibf I lt ies

Declsfons abouc havlng chf ldren
Non-famfly rnembers lfvfng fn your housc

Ca re for pct

I
I

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

¿

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

I

I

15.

ló.
t1 .

18.

19.

20.

21 .

))

1

2

a

')

2

2

1

2
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HASSLES

Plannlng meals

Concerned about Èhe neanlng of tffe
Trouble relaxfng
Trouble makfng declsfons

Problems geÈÈfng along wfch fellow workers

Cuscomers or clfents give you a hard clme

Honre malnÈenance (lnsfde)

Concerns abouc Job securlt.y

Concerns about reÈfrenent

Lald-off or ouÈ of r¡ork

Donrt lfke current work ducles

Don't lfke fellow sorkers

Not enough nnney for baslc necessftfes
loo rnany lnÈerrupÈlons

Unexpecced company

Too much time on hends

tlaving to welc

Concerns abouc accidenÈs

Befng lonely
Noc enough money for health care

Fear of confronÈatfon

Financial securfÈy

SiI ly praccical mfsÈakes

Inabilfty Èo express yourself
Physlcal illness
Side effeccs of medícacíon

Concerns about medical ÈreaÈmen!

Physical appearance

Fear of reJection

DifflcultÍes wich gettlng pregnant.

Sexual problems thac resulÈ from physical problems

Sexual problems ocher than Èhose resulÈlng from

physical problems.

Concerns abouc health in general

Not seeíng enough people

Friends or relaÈlves Èoo far away

Preparfng meals

Was tf ng tinre

SEVERITY

1. Sonrewhat severe
2. Moderatley severe
3. ExCremely severe

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

tû.

4r.
42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

2I
I
1

I

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

)

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

J

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

I

1

1

1
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HASSLES

60. AuÈo mafntenance

ó1. Fillfng out forms

62. Nefghbourhood deceriorâÈfon

ó3. Financing children's educatfon
64. Prob Ie ms w1Èh er¡p loye es

ó5. Problems on Job due Èo being a sroman or ru¡n

6. Declfning phystcal abfllcfes
67. Being exploired
ó8. Concerns abouc bodi ly fr.mccf ons

69. Rfsing prfces of common goods

70. Not geÈÈing enough resc
71. Not gecclng enough sleep
72. Problems wfch agÍng perenÈs

73. Pioblems wigh your children
74. Problerns w1Èh persons younger chan yourself
15. Problems wfÈh your lover
76. Difficulrfes seeing or hearing
77. Overloaded wirh family responsfbilfcfes
78. Too many things co do

79. Unchallenging work

80. Concerns abour meeÈfng high sÈandards

8f. Financial dealings üriÈh friends or acquaincences
82. Job dÍssarisfactÍons
83. Worries abour decisions to change Job
84. lrouble $rich readingr wrirÍng, or spellÍng abilicies
85. Too many rDeeÈings

8ó. Problems wíth dlvorce or separation
87. Trouble with arichmeÈic skÍI ls
88. Goss ip
89. LegaI problems

90. Concerns abouc weíght

91. NoÈ enough ÈÍme Èo do che things you need ro do

92. Television
93. Noc enough personal energy
94. Concerns about inner conflicts
95. Feel conflicced over what co do

96. RegreCs over pãsÈ decísÍons
97. Mensrrual (period) problems

SEVERITY

1. Sor¡renhaÈ sev€re
2. Moderatley severe
3. ExCremely severe

1

I
I
I
I
I
I
1

t
1

I
I

I
1

1

1

I
I
1

1

1

I
I
1

1

I

1

1

1

1

I

I

1

I

1

I

I

I

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

a

2

2

)

2
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HASSLES

98. The weather

99. Nfgh rnures

1O0. Concerns abouc gecting ahead

1O1 . ll,as sles f rom bo ss or supervlsor
102. Dlfflculcfes wfÈh frfends
103. Noc enough rlrre for famfly
104. lransporcatfon problenrs

105. Not enough noney for rransportaÈfon
106. Noc enough rmney for entertaiûnent and recreåcfon
107. Shopplng

108. PreJudfce and dlscrimlnåtfon from ochers
1O9. Propercy, lnvesc¡¡encs or taxes
1lO. Not enough clme for enrerÈafnmenÈ and recreat.fon
ll1. Yardwork or outside ho¡¡e ¡nalnÈenance

Ll2. Concerns abouÈ neÍws evencs
113. Nof se

114. Crfnp

115. Trafflc
116. PoI lurion

HAVE Î.JE HISSED Atfy oF youR HASSLES? IF SO; r.JÌrTE

TI{EM IN BELOW:

t1 7.

ONE MORE THING: HAs ÎHERE BEEN A CHANGE IN YOUR

LIFE THAT AFFECTED HOW YOU ANSWERED THIS SCALE?

IF SO, TELL US I{HÁT IT WAS:

SEVERIlY

1. Sonewhat severe
2. Hoderatley seveEe
3. Extremely severe

I
I

I
I
I

I

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

I
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

r23

I
I

I

I
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I{AJOR LIFE EVENTS QUESTIONNAIRE

The following items are a number of potentially stressful nraJor lffe events rhat
n¡ay occur fn a person's lffe. Please circle only the items that you have
experienced fn the past 2 years.

thank you for your cooperation.

HEALTH (tlen and lJonen)

1. You had a minor fllness or inJury like one needing a visit to a doccor or a

couple of days off work.
2. You had a serious fllness, fnJury or operation needing hospitaliz¿ltion or e

nþnÈh or more off work.

3. A close relarive had a serious illness (from uhich rhey díd nor die).

4.

5.

ó.

7.

8.

9.

10.

(uooen Only)

You are pregnent (with a uanced pregnancy)

You are pregnanÈ (wlÈh an unwanÈed pregnancy)

You had a stillbirch
You had an abortion or miscarriage
You had a baby

Your change of life (menopause began)

You adopted a child.

(llen Only)

11. Your wife had a child or you adopted a child

BEREAVEMENT (Hen and uooen)

12. Your wife/husband died
13. A chÍld of yours dies
14. A close family member dled (e.g. parent, brorher, erc.)
15. A close family frfend or relaÈíve dÍed (e.g. Aunr, Uncle, Grandnnrher,

Cous ln, etc . )

FAI.íILY ÂND SOCIAL (If you are or sere m¿rried)
16. You nrarried

t7- There has been lncreasing serious argunìenrs with your wife/husband.
18. There has been a marked improvement Ín the lray you and your wife/husband

are getting on.

19. You have been separated from your husband/slfe for more than a month

because of marical difficulties.
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20. You have been separaced from your wtfe/husband for more than a nronth (for

reasons other than ¡rarfcal dtfffcultles)'

2L. You have goE båck together again after a separeÈfon due to narltal

dffflculcles.
22. You began an excramarttal affalr.

23. Your wlfe/husband began an extranarical affafr.

24. You have been dfvorced.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

(If you

A child
A chi ld
A chfld
A chi ld

A chlld

h¡vc or h¡d chfldren)
of yours became engaged.

of yours ¡narrled wfch your approval.

of yours rnarrfed wlthout your approval.

of yours lefc honre for reasons ocher chen narriage.

of yours entered the arrned services.

30.
31.

32.

33.

(lf you are singlc)
You became engaged or began a I'steedy " relationship.

You broke off your engagement

You broke off a 'rsceady" relaEionship

You had increasing arguments or dffficulCies with your ffance or steady

frÍend.

FRIENDS AND RELATIVES

34. A new person came co live in your househoìd (apart from a new baby)'

35. there has been a marked fmProvemenÈ in the uay you I,et on wiÈh someone

close Èo you (excluding husband and wife).

3ó. You have been separated from someone important to you (oCher than close

family nembers).

37. There has been serfous increese in ergufiìents or problems wiÈh someone who

llves at home (excluding husband or wife).

38. There has been serfous problems r¡lch a close fríend, neighbour or relaÈive

noÈ lívln8 ac home.

E DUCATION

You started a course (i.e. UniversiÈyr Tech. College, Business College,

apprenclceshlp or oÈher occuPatÍonaI training course).

You change to a dÍfferenc course.

You compleÈed your trafning proBrem.

You dropped ouc of your Èralning program.

You scudied for, or dld, importanc exams.

39

tû.
41.

42.

43.
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45.

tß.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

t34 -

tú. You failed an fmporcanc exam.

You have been unerçloyed and seeklng work for a ¡r¡onch or nore.

Your own buslness fafled
You were sacked

You retlred
You were downgraded or derpted at work.

You were pronoced

You began co have crouble or dfsagreemenÈs with your boss, supervfsor or

fel low worke rs.
You had a big change fn che hours you ¡¡orked.

You had a blg change ln the people, ducies or responslbflfcies ln your

work.

You scarced in a completely dffferenc ÈyPe of Job.

You had hol fdays for a week or more

52

53

54

55

MOVING HOUSE

5ó. You moved co Adelaide from overseas

57. You moved Eo Adelaide from elser¡trere in Australia

58. You moved house ln AdelaÍde.

FINANCIAL AND LEGAL

59. You had moderaÈe financial difficulcies. '

óO. You had a naJor flnancial crisis.
61. You are nuch bet.cer off flnancially.
62. You were fnvolved ln e Èraffic accídenc rhac carried serious risk to the

healch or life of yourself or ochers.

63. You had minor difficulcies v¡ith Èhe polÍce or the authoríEies Iwhich has

noc requfred a courÈ ePpearânce (e.g. speeding fÍnd, etc.)].

64. You had more important problems wích che poIice or Èhe authoriÈies (leading

co a courc appearance).

ó5. You had a Jall senÈence or were in prison.

6ó. You were fnvolved 1n a cfvil law suiÈ (e.g. divorce, debt, cuscody, etc.)

67. Scrnechfng you valued or cared for greatly uas stolen or losÈ.
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NrlllE:

GEI{ERAL HEÂLTfl QT'ESTIONNAIRE

PLEASE READ ÎHIS CAREFIJLLY:

l{e shoul.d lfke Èo know ff you have had any medlcal complaincs, and how your health
has been, 1n general, over che lasc npnth. Please ¿¡nswer all che questfons below
by sinply clrclfng rhe enswer whfch you Èhínk rþsc nearly applles Èo you.
Remember chaÈ we wenÈ Ëo knor¡ about presenE and recenÈ complafncs, noÈ those ÈheÈ
you had over a nonch ¿¡go. Ic is lmporcant Èo ansvrer all the quescfons.

Thank you for your cooperetÍon.

HAVE YOU RECENILY:

1

2

3

4

Been able Èo con-
cencrace on whae-
ever yourre doing?

Losc much sleep
over worry?

Felt that you are
playing a useful
pert in things?

Felc capable of
naking decisions
about things?

Felc conscantly
under scrain?

Been able co enjoy
your normal day-co-
day accivities?

Been able Èo face
up co your problems?

Been feeling unhappy
and depressed?

10.

11. Been thínkíng of
yourself as a worth-
les s pe rson?

Bet.Èer Èhan
us ual

Same as
usual

Less chan
usual

RaÈher rnore
than usual

Less than
usual

Less than
usual

RaÈher more
Èhan usual

Much less
Èhan usual

Much more
than usual

Much less
than usual

Much less
chan usual

Much more
than usual

Not ac all

More Èhan
usual

More than
usual

Not at al I

More Èhan
usual

More than
usual

Noc ar all

Not at aI I

No more
chan usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

No more
than Ì¡sual

No more
Èhan usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

No more
than usual

No more
than usual

No more
than usual

Rather more
Èhan usual

Much more
Èhan usual

5

6 Felt that you couldn't NoÈ at alI
over cofne your
difficultíes?

7 Less than
usual

Less than
usual

Racher more
than usual

Much less
than usual

Much Iess
than usual

Much more
chan usual

I

9

Been losfng confidence Not at al I
in yourself?

Rather more
th¿n usual

Much more
than usual

Rather more
Èhan usual

Much more
than usual



12. Been feellng reason-
ably happy, all
Èhlngs consfdered?

13 Been uranaglng co
keep yourself busy
and occupfed?

14. Been gectfng ouc of
Èhe house as much
as usuâl?

15. Been feelfng on che
whole you þere doing
chfngs well?

1ó. Been saÈfsfled wfch
the way you've carrfed
ouc your cask?

17. Been caking chlngs
hard?

18 Found everyÈh1ng gec-
Clng on Cop of you?

19. Been feelfng nervous
and scrung up all che
tfme ?

20 Found et Èirnes you
couldn'c do anything
because your nerves
rære too bad?

2L. Been havlng resÈless
dlsturbed nfghcs?

Been nanagfng as
well as íþsÈ people
would fn your shoes?

Been able to feel
r¿armÈh and affeccfon
for lhose near you?

Been ffndfng iÈ eesy
Èo gec on wtth oÈher
peop Ie?

Spent much cfrne
chaÈÈ1ng wtth people?

Been flnding llfe a
s trugg le a ll t he cime?

l{ore chan
usuel

llore chan
usual

More than
usual

More chan
usual

More Èhan
usual

Not ac all

Not ac all

Not ac all

Not ac al I

Noc ac aI I

BecÈer Èhan
np sf

13ó -

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual

Sarne as '
usual

AbouÈ
È he s arne

Lcss than
us ual

Less than
usual

Less than
usual

Less Èhan
usual

Less than
usual

Racher nore
chan usual

Racher nore
than usual

Racher more
Èhan usual

Much less
than usual

ltuch les s
Èhan usual

lfuch les s
chan usual

lfuch les s
than usual

ltuch les s
than usual

Huch ¡nore
than usual

Much more
Èhan usual

Much more
Èhan usual

Racher more
chan usual

Much more
Èhan usual

RaÈher more
chan usual

Much more
Ëhan usual

22

23,

24,

25.

26.

Rather less
well

Much less
well

8eÈ !er Èhan
us ual

Same as
usual

Less than
usual

Less Èhan
usual

Less than
usual

RaCher more
than usual

Ìluch les s
Èhan usual

Much Iess
Èhan usual

Much less
than usual

Much more
chan usual

More chan
usual

More chan
usual.

Noc at al I

Sane as
usual

Same as
usual

Same as
usual
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27. Eccn 3cctlng tcrrcd
or prnlcky for no
good reason?

Fclt th¡c llfc 1¡
complccely hopclcsa?

Eecn feelfng hopcful
ebouc your osrn fucurc?

28

29

Not ¡c ¡ll

Noc ¡c ¡[l

Morc chan
u¡u¡l

S¡ntc ¡¡
usu¡l

S¡me ¡s
usual

Same as
usu¡l

No norc
than usual

R¡thcr r¡orc
th¡n u¡u¡l

lluch uoie
Ch¡n usual

R¡cher ærc
Ch¡n usuel

l¿ss chan
usual

Horc than
usuel

l{uch more
th¡n usual

l'tuch les s
Ch¡n usual

lârch mrc
then usual

30. Fclt th¡c lffc 1¡n't
eorCh lfvlng?

Noc rt ¡ll
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FREQUENCY DISTRTBUTIONS OF. STRESS SCORES



A: CHAFTR 3

ÎABLE A1:
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Frequenc¡r ùistributions of pre-study LDI (ùistress) scores
in adr¡lts

LEI (distress) score Frequency

0-14
r5-29
30-44
45-59
60-74
7 5-89
g0_104

105-1 19
r2o-tu
135+

52
34
v
33
20

n
nis sing
range
mean
median
std dev.

= 235
=J
= 233
-- M.5
=37
= 38.7

15
8

J
5
8

ÎABLE Á2: Frequency distribution of pre-study LEI (Iife chenge)
scores i-n adults

LEI (life change) score Frequency

0-14
r5-29
30-44
45-59
60-74
7 5-89
90-104

105-119
L20-tU
135+

40
5/
30
26
23
26
11

10

7
22

n
missing =
r¿u1ge
mean =
median
std dev.=

235
a
J
248
ó1.1
47 .5
52.2
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TÁBIÆ ÄJ: Frequency distribution of pre-study nHS (i_ntensity) scoresin adults

DHS (intensity) score Frequency

0-ó
7-13

L4-20
2r-27
28-U
35-41
42-48
49-55
56-62
63+

59
49
42
27

8
11

n

4
4

22

n=
nissing =
r¿U1ge =
nean =
median =
std dev. =

2

7

9
5
4

35

820
23
L4
30

TABLE A{: Fbequency òistribution of pre-study DHS (frequency) scores
i-n adults

DHS (frequency) score Frequency

0-5
6-rr

72-17
t8-23
24-29
30-35
36-4r
42-47
48- s3
54+

235
7
772
r5.2
10.0
17.o

s7
ó8

42
23

9
9
5
aJ
2

10

n
nis sing
r€rnge
mean
median
std dev.
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TTBLE A5: Frequency d.istribution of pre-study GHQ scores in adults

GllQ Frequency Frequency

0
1-3
4-6
7-9

10-12
13- 15
1ó-18
19-2r
22+

105
69
25
10
11

4
2

J
2

n=
missilg =
range =
me¿¡n =
median =
std dev. =

23
4
26
2.
1.
4.

5

8
0
ó

TABLE Aó: Frequency ùistribution of intra-study LEf (ùistress)
scores i-n adults

LEI (distress) score Frequency

0-g
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
ó0-69
7o-79
80-89
9o+

91
53
18

31
r3
9
7
4
4
J

235
n

119
20.6
12.O
22.8

n
missing =
r¿rnge
mean
median =
std dev. =
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Fbequency ùistribution of intra-study LDI (life ch"nge)
scores in adults

LEI (life c.hange) scone Frequency

ÎÁBLE A7:

TTBLE A8:

0-9
10- 19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
ó0-ó9
70-79
80-89
9o+

n
mis sing
range
nlean
¡nedian
std dev.

70
51
u
16
1g
10
t2

2

t2

=235'

= 1ó8

= 29.3
= 18.0
= 32.0

Fbequency distribution of nean i-ntra-study DHS (i:rtensity)
scores i-n adults

Mean DHS (intensity) score Frequency

o-7
7.5-15

15.5-23
23.5-3r
31.5-39
39.5-47
47.5-s5
55. 5-ó3
63.s-7t
7r.5+

67
ó5
31
22

9
9
5
4
8

10

n
missing =
range
mean
median =
std dev. =

235
5
185
22.
13.
28.

.5
2
0
6



TTIBLE ^49:
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Flequency distribution of nean i-ntra-study DHS (frequency)
scores i-u adr¡Its

ì4ean DHS (frequency) score Frequency

0-ó
ó. 5-13

13.5-20
20.5-27
27.5-y
u.5-41
41. 5-48
48.5-s5
55.5-62
62.5+

8z
ó3
43
11
11

6

J
5
t

4

n
missing =
f ¿fnge =
mean
median
std dev. =

= 235
5
11ó.l0
14.5
9.5
1ó.8

TABLE AlO: Frequency ùistribution of ¡sen inf,¡¿-study ffiQ scores in
adults

l"lean GHQ scone Frequency

0-0.5
r-2.5
3-4. s
5-ó.5
7-8. s
9-10.5

tr-12.5
13-14.5
15+

10ó
55
24
t2

235
8
23.5
2.6
1.0
4.1

8
11

aJ
J
5

n
rnis sing
range
mean
median
std dev. =
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B: CHAFTER 4 (i¡cludes GIobaI I'laternal Social Support and Family
Fr¡rctionilg Scores )

TÂBLE 81: Frequency distrio-ution of l{aternaf- r-EI (distress) scores

Maternal IÆI (distress) scores Frequency

o-L2
t3-24
25-36
37-48
49-60
6t-72
73-84
85-9ó
97-108
109+

L72
78
7r
45
39
25
t4
1ó

8
24

482
0
216
31.6
23.0
32.9

n=
nr-issilg =
range =
mean =
median
std dev.=

TABIÆ B2: Ibequency distribution of llaterna-l DIIS scores

ì,laternal DHS scores Frequency

0-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
ó0+

243
r52

5ó
20

6
J,

n =482
missing = 6
range
mean
median =
std dev. =

64
11

9.
10

9

5

0
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TABLE 83: Freqrrcncy ùistribution of l{aternal OIQ scores

Ì4aternal GHQ scores Frequency

n
nissing =
r¿mge =
nleAn =
median =
std dev. =

ÎABLE B¡l: Frequency distribution of GIobaI l{ater¡al Socirl S¡pport
scores

Global l'1SS scores Frequency

482
1

I2
2.O
1.0
2.6

13

72
I
u
35
18
13
t7
27

20
1

2

J
4
5
ó

7
8+

o-2
3-5
ó-8
9- 11

t2-t4
15-17
18-20

0

4
28

119
206
104
t4

n
rnis sing
r¿rnge
mean
media¡r
std dev

482
7
t9
12.7
13.0
2.7
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ÎABLE 85: Frequency distribution of Farity F\mctioning scores

trT scores Frequency

0
1

2

J
4
5
6
7
8

9
01

5
2

9
10
2t
25
38
52
7r

r07
139

n = 482'
nissing = J
mean = 7.9
nedian = 9.0
std dev.: 2.3



C: CHAPffi 5

TÂBLE Cl:

- 14Ç

Fbequency distributions of pre-study MaternaJ- and Patem¿I.
LEf scores

LEf score lbternal
Frequency

Paternal
Frequency

0-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50- 59
ó0-69
70-79
80-89
9o+

t77
J
233
4s.5
37.o
39.3

25
28
25
11

13

27
18

5

15

n=
nissing =
range
meAn =
median =
std dev.-

n
nissing =
fange =
mean = 43.8
median = 35.5
std dev.= 39.4

37
18

14
24
24
10
13

9
2

2T

177

5
174

ÎÄBLE C2: trbequency distributions of pre-study l{ater:na-l and Paterna-l
DHS scores 

I

DHS score Ibternal
Frequency

Paternal
Frequency

0-9
10-19
20-29
30- 39
40-49
50-59
ó0-ó9
7o+

62
67
20
13

')
t

5
1

n
mis sing
range
mean
median

n
missing =
range
mean
median
std dev. =

= 177
=5
=78
= 16.
= 13.

1

0
t

r77
7
tt2
15. 8
11.0
19.8

80
48
LJ

6

J
2
t
6

std dev.= t4.
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Frequency distributions of pre-study r{atern¿r and paternar
GIIQ Scores

GHQ score

TÂBLE C3:

TÂBLE C4:

l4a,ternal
Frequency

Paternal
Frequency

0
1-3
4-6
7-9

10- 12
13- 15
1ó-18
18+

79
52
I4
2
8
aJ,

10

= t77

=25
= 3.0
= 1.0
= 4.6

77
46
23

9
11

J
3
2

n
nis sing
r¿mge
¡nean
median
std dev.

n=
missing =
fange =
nean =
median =
std dev. =

177

7
26

3.2
1.0
5.7

trbequency distributions of intra-study Haternar andPater¡al LEf scores

LEf s core lbt ernal
Frequency

Pat ernaf
Frequency

0-9
10-19
20-29
30- 39
40-49
50- 59
ó0-ó9
70-79
80-89
9o+

77
38
10

30
4
6
t
0
6

4

n
missing =
range
mean
median
std dev. =

1

0
I 1

7777

9 2
8.8
0.0
1.7

--1_,
=8
=1
=1
-t

8:
26
18

1ó

9
9
9
4
1

0

n
mis sj-ng
range
mean
median
std dev

20
l2
24

I
0

5
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fbequency distributions of of mean intra-study llaternal
and Pater¡a,l DHS scores

TABLE C5:

TÁBLE Có:

l"lean DtlS
sc ore

l4a.t erna.l
Frequency

PaternaJ-
Frequency

0-9. 5
10-19.5
20-29.5
30-39.5
40-49 .5
50-59.5
ó0-69.9
7o+

87
49
10
15

ó
)
,
0

177
0
103. 5
15.2
11.5
14.8

75
ó1
2t

7
4
4
0
,

n=
nissing =
range =
mean =
median =
std dev.=

n=
missing =
r¿ìnge
mgAn =
median
std dev. =

r77
6
112.5
15. I
9.5
1ó.9

fbequency distributions of meân intra-study l'laterna-l and
Patena]- CflQ scores

l"lean GHQ

sc ore
lbt ern al-
Frequency

Paternal
Frequency

23.5
2.7
1.0
4.7

83

45
19
8

11

0
5

20.0
2.6
1.0
3.8

1-3
3. 5-ó
ó. 5-9
9. 5-t2

72.5-15
15.5+

0-0. 5 87

34n = t77
29 mis sing = 2
1{ range
{ mean =
J median
4 std dev.=

n =L77
rnis sing = $
range
mean
median
std dev. =



D: CHAPTER ó

TABIÆ Dl:

- L49

Frequency distribution of LEI (distress) scores i-n Fen¡te
lfursi-ng Staff

LEI score Frequency

0-9
10-19
20-29
30- 39
40-49
50- 59
ó0-ó9
7o+

JI
22
10
r4

8

7
7
9

0
129,
28.2
19.0
28 .0

n
mISSlng =
range
nean
median
std dev. =

= 714

TÁBLE D2: Frequency ùistribution of DHS scores in Ferale l{ursi-ng
Staff

DHS score Frequency

0-6
7-13

14-ZO
2t-27
28-U
35+

?4

4t
29

n
nis sing
range
mean
median
std dev.

411

0

44
13.8
12.0
9.0

10

J
,1

TABLE DJ: Frequency distribution of GHQ scores il Fena-le Nursing
Staff

GHQ score Frequency

0
1-3
4-6
7-9

lo-12

tt4
0
2.5
1.0
tn

35
M
26

6
a.t

n
nissing =
me ¿rn

median
std dev.:


